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I acknowledge that god is the source of all things. By his grace alone I have been able 

to refine and define the formula of universal peace and prosperity. I acknowledge that I am 
a product of the finest aspects of my mother and father. They, being descendent of God, all 
glory to God. I acknowledge the power of the wisdom bestowed upon me from wise men of 
the past and present, through the teachings of contemporary mentors, educators, role 
models, and the support of good god filled supporters; all of whom move according to the 
dictations of God. Therefore it is God only who deserves credit for the fruits of my labors. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

   

 
 

 
 
 
…Therefore, leaving the [elementary] principles of the 
doctrine of Christ, let us go on unto the principles of 
perfection; not laying again the foundation of repentance 
from dead works, and of faith toward God, of the doctrine 
of baptisms, and of laying on of hands, and of resurrection 
of the dead, and of eternal judgment. And this we will do, 
now, if God permit.    

Hebrews 6: 3 
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Introduction  
 
 
The Little Book of the Seven Thunders is a time sensitive document designed to 

make the Oracle of God available to the whole world. The Oracle of God is Gods 
brain, his flesh, and soul. According to the bible Babylonia (which refers to the 
current broken economic/political/spiritual state of today’s society) will not fall until 
the Oracle of God is the ideal (idol) worshipped in the minds if all people; the guide 
to the actions of their hearts. 

The Little Book of the Seven Thunders is prophesied throughout the bible. In all 
these instances the information of the seven thunders is accompanied by a warning 
to the recipient (Jesus, Paul, John, so on) not to the divulge the information to the 
public in its totality but to keep it in their hearts and to use it as a guide to teach 
people about the universal principles of ecstasy, immortality, and obedience to God. 
In the book of Revelations it is specifically commanded for John not to write down 
the knowledge “of the voices of the seven thunders which he did hear” but only that 
he should eat the “little book” containing the knowledge thereof and warned that the 
information would be “sweet on his tongue but bitter in his belly”. Priest of the order 
of Melchizedek in former times were restricted as to how much of truth they could 
teach mankind because society was not yet mature enough to stomach the whole 
truth. The responsibility put upon priest to know the beauty and comfort of the truth, 
of the power of the mechanics of God, but be forced to withhold it from the public 
until this present age (according to the prophecies of the bible) is the reason John 
was warned it would be sweet on his tongue yet bitter in his belly.  

I, Tamara Runile have been blessed by God to be a cog in his great plan for 
worldwide perfection in that he has given me the exact history, and abilities, and 
propensities, and motivation to be able to now present The Little Book of the Seven 
Thunders at the appointed time so that the most people will receive its benefit. The 
Little Book of the Seven Thunders was originally published under the title of III  
Booklets. This was before I was interested in having anything to do with the bible 
because during my life I have been disillusion by those that taught it, how they didst 
teach, and of those narrow parts of the bible they chose to teach. It wasn’t until after 
I had published the discovery of the Oracle of God  (as the discovery I called the 
Barometer of truth) that I learned by the grace of God that my discovery was that 
which was referred to in the bible as the seven thunders.  

Although my name was not originally Tamara Runile I have taken this name 
as to commemorate to myself that I am no longer the person I was born but the 
person I was changed into as a result of mastering and applying the principles of the 
Oracle of God to every aspect of my existence. 

The information contained in The Little Book of the Seven Thunders is the 
God sent cure for the dire need of the people for the comfort of truth. Truth is that 
which is required to cause all the people of earth to blossom into their true mature 
selves and bring about the kingdom of God on earth. The data presented is arranged 
to chronologically show the inner workings of my mind relative the information I 
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discovered. For instance the 1st rebellion in my mind led to the information and 
advancements contained in the 3rd booklet, therefore the 1st rebellion is located 
immediately before the 3rd booklet. 
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The High Priesthood of Melchizedek 
 

The priesthood of Melchizedek refers to those individuals chosen by god to 
enlighten the public the way God has enlightened them. A priest of this type does 
not choose to be a priest but is chosen by god. Melchizedekadian priest have free 
wills to do what they please, but the free will they posses is the will of god; all being 
of one will.  

The priesthood is designed to be a temporary institution. The chosen priests are 
for the purpose of leading the people into the new age, when the kingdom of God is 
established on earth, when priest will no longer be needed to intercede for the public 
and the laws of his ways will be written on every heart and mind.  

I refer to the priesthood in the title as the high priesthood because there is nothing 
superior to a priest of the order of Melchizedek short of god. Repeatedly it is said in 
the bible that god will exalt those who master his ways like unto kings and priest 
over all the earth. Jesus of Nazareth, Paul, and John the apostle are among those who 
qualify as king priests according to the biblical criteria.  

 
 
Duties 
1. To lead by example. Strict adherence to the ideal of the oracle and each 

individual element. 
2. To live according to the exact reality of reality. To be conscious of ones 

immortality and intimate familial relationship with every particle of gods body 
and conscious of all it’s mechanism. 

3. To exert oneself toward the education of all people on earth and elsewhere in 
the course of fulfilling the prophecy of the coming of the kingdom of God 
when all people will have the laws of God written on their hearts and minds. 

4. To continuously praise God. 
 
 
Authority 
1. Due to the priest’ strict adherence to divine law they exist continuously under 

the protection of the two-edged sword. Any harm attempted against them shall 
automatically befall the enemy aggressor. Any good deed done by a priest will 
be emulated a thousand fold in the fabric of nature. 

2. A priest is privileged to receive direct counsel from god. It is not that the 
public is not so privileged, only that the priest having his senses well 
exercised in the discernment of good and evil and the principles of perfection, 
has an inner voice that is matured  and therefore almost as purely God as God 
himself. The brains of the less exercised will tell the possessor whatever they 
want to hear. That which they hear will be contaminated by what they don’t 
know or, hearing the pure voice of god, know not what they hear to be pure. 
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3. The priest has command over all of Gods creation according to those 
parameters listed in the bible such as the moving of mountains and the parting 
of the sea and the manipulation of storms and droughts.   

 
 
 

Who is Melchizedek? 
 

The title King of Peace and Righteousness and Truth is a generic term that 
applies to anyone who achieves proficiency at using the seven thunders to reason 
and therefore exist according to the laws of god. The first mention in the bible of 
such a king was one by the name of Melchizedek. The bible is the reservoir of the 
highest technology in God’s universe. This fact is provable by using the seven 
thunders for calculation. In the book of Genesis, Melchizedek is said to have 
received tithes of Abraham once when the latter was returning home with spoils of 
war and that Melchizedek was one who had neither beginning nor end, neither 
parents nor descent. Scholars have almost as many opinions about who Melchizedek 
was as there are scholars. However, by using divine calculation I can tell you exactly 
who Melchizedek was. 

Enlightenment has it’s terms and conditions. One such condition is an ever-
increasing closeness to God the more we grow and learn the divine arts. That 
Melchizedek bore the same royal title as Jesus of Nazareth is indicative of this point. 
His immortality and lack of specific familial relationship (other than to God) are also 
standard conditions of enlightenment.  

Since Melchizedek was the only one of his kind specifically mentioned in the Old 
Testament it is consistent that in the book of Hebrews, Jesus is called a high priest 
after the tradition of Melchizedek. 

 
Aphilosis and Philosis 

 
Aphilosis is the term that will be used throughout this book to indicate the 

one-way nature of existence. In this universe everything flows in the same direction 
and acts according to the same divine laws. The term philosis or philosophy 
indicates the sin of sectarianism and the belief that there is more than one policy at 
work in this universe. Aphilosis can be likened to a world that is only one color; if 
everything is green than the perception of other colors is merely illusion, a sign of 
ignorance; if we live in an all-perfect world then the perception of imperfection is 
erroneous.  
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The Principles of Perfection 
 

The principles of perfection such as were taught to the apostles of Jesus and 
shown unto Paul and expounded upon in the book of Hebrews are inseparable from 
the Oracle itself and are derived directly from calculations using the Oracle. Much, 
much more information regarding each principle will be found throughout this text. 

 
1. Feminine Divinity and Supremacy: the concept of female is 

synonymous with that which is divine and continuously 
functioning at optimum capacity. Where you find women in the 
bible committing transgressions against the law, there you will 
also find the underlying message of the failure of men to properly 
lead them. The strength, beauty, and wisdom of women, like the 
cycles of the sun and moon, the rains and the harvests, are for the 
benefit of man. But like the manifestation of fire (the 3rd element) 
or creation as some would call it, women show both the effects of 
proper treatment and improper just as surely as the environment 
suffers and betrays the effects of mismanagement by man within 
the age of Babylonia. I believe the divinity of females indicates 
that our god is more a “mother god” than a father god. Anything 
that can be said ill of any one woman was taught to her by male 
dominated society. Fetal (immature) matter can be subdivided 
into the ceremonial class (females) and the exercise class (males). 
Females preside over a monthly mandatory blood sacrifice for 
each month they are fertile and are not with child. This sacrifice is 
the highest degree of the divine blood oath. The complete 
ceremony includes menstruation, reproduction, childcare, and 
post copulation consumption of males (to maintain genetic 
integrity through diversity. Females are a vital element of God’s 
immortality. Women are designed to produce enough children at a 
specific male/female ratio to overcome the natural recycling 
process (“death”). The pain of menstruation is the automated 
mechanism designed to motivate the reproduction process in 
concert with other biologic systems. Females who are not born to 
menstruate or bare children or to fancy men are not in violation of 
the tenants of the ceremonial class. They are products of the law 
of diversity among species. The more aphilosophically mature we 
become the more varieties of beauty will be produced the way a 
highly cultivated flower will produce divers new strains or the 
way foxes when domesticated produce the same coat variations 
found in domesticated cats. Males are the warrior or exercise 
class. The duty of the warrior class is to master the laws of 
progress/growth/education toward the ultimate result of 
permanently defeating ignorance. Ignorance is the resistance 
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(electronically speaking) we are all born into. Exercise is it’s 
natural cure. Males are designed to provide that exercise and 
leadership of the species. Education and leadership is the duty of 
males. Most females are biologically devoted to the rites of 
sacrifice and abundance. The duties of the ceremonial class are 
autonomic, involuntary. The duties of the exercise class are to 
some degree voluntary.  

2. Immortality & Lifespans : everything within the body of god is 
100% recyclable even producing in excess of that which is sown. 
The idea of human death is a result of natural immaturity in young 
gods. In the igneous universe the following things are mortal: war, 
jealousy, anger, rape, hate, mourning, despair, murder, suicide, 
working for money, environmental destruction, prejudice, 
nightmares, extinction, loneliness, and theft. War is the inferior 
philosophic degrees of pure competition. Competition is the same 
as exercise in this universe and is designed for and can only 
produce progress or the necessary elements of progress- 
advancement and growth. Until this point in history wars were 
waged to secure the essentials of society. Scarcity is 
mathematically nonexistent but responsible management of 
unlimited abundance is impossible by a philosophic (immature) 
society. When society becomes aphilosophic war and its 
aftermath, hunger, will disappear. Jealousy is upgraded to pride in 
the mature brain. Jealousy is what is felt when we accept the 
falsehood that all things are not cooperatively a part of the body 
of God. Likewise anger and hate loose their identities beneath 
proper policies of unity. Mourning and despair are dependent on 
the illusion of death and loss. Death can mathematically be 
proven nonexistent. In this universe all parts and particles are 
recyclable and recycled. Suicide, murder, rape, and prejudice 
occur from ignorance of the collective anatomy.  So also from this 
ignorance proceeds the concept of theft and working for money. 
Within the anatomic structure of God, jealousy between two 
people is as reasonable as jealousy between a proton and an 
electron or a planet and it’s moons. Every achievement made by 
an individual is to the credit of every person who has ever lived, 
every life form, and to God herself. Theft and rape is taking from 
yourself just as giving to others is giving to yourself. Raping 
someone is no less destructive in terms of convenience 
(efficiency) than raping and ruining our planet. Both acts result in 
the technical desolation of the racist, thief, or murderer. 
Aphilosophic beings are as genetically programmed to overcome 
acts of evil, as existence is helpless to obey the power of the 
oracle of God. Every time we detect injustice or evil or 
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inefficiency we naturally react as a collective to eliminate the 
offending element. 

3. Ecstasy: all things are composed of pleasure or ecstasy just as 
surely they are composed of fire and love (the 3 stages of the 1st 
element). On the scale of ecstasy the highest degree before 
maximum ecstasy leads to maximum, ecstasy and the lowest 
degree (suffering) if exceeded also leads to ecstasy (i.e. the 
ignorance of bliss, or unconsciousness caused by physical or 
emotional trauma. All degrees of sensation are degrees of ecstasy 
and fire and love. 

4. Growth Cycle (see 3 Substances) There is 3 stages to anything 
inside the body of God: the elemental, fetal, and traditional stage. 
The traditional stage is the perfection of the mind of God. The 
fetal stage represents the children of God, that which is designed 
to achieve perfection. The elemental state applies to any other part 
of Gods body. The elemental accounts for the fabric of our bodies 
and gods body not including the fetus (mankind) in the same way 
a skin cell is not an embryo yet through manipulation by man can 
be made to produce a clone or offspring just as it is said that 
woman was created from a rib of a man. 

5. There are 21 elements and seven spheres to the Oracle of God 
(see seven thunders) by which all things may be discerned according 
to the will of God. 

6.  The Doctrine of Holy Spirits is that all degree of sympathy and 
propensity that exist, exist inside the mind of God. Wheresoever 
in the bible an angel, spirit, ideal, or idol of any kind (of mercy, 
rebellion, charity, the seven churches, the holy spirit, etc.) is 
mentioned a facet of the nature of God, the All in All, is implied. 
The term spirit applies to every inspired piece of music or 
artwork. If two people were to produce the exact same piece of art 
they would have been under the same spirit just as two jealous 
people are under control of the same spirit. The relation of spirits 
to the thinking of God has it’s equivalent in the minds of men (as 
it is above so also below). The human brain has the ability to 
harness its power to produce personalities from the inherent facets 
of the subconscious mind and use them (program them) to aid in 
maximizing the capacity of the individuals brain. The following 
chart list the 21 categories (each corresponding to one of the 21 
elements of the oracle) of spirits that must be understood before 
receiving official mastery of all spirits (as opposed to the 
primitive mastery of only some spirits, the holy spirit included). 
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Classification Of Spirits 
 

20. Male                     ----------- Ecstasy------------                         21. Death (asexual)  
 
 

17. Literature              ------Learning disablers----------                      18. Idols 
         

 
14. Dreams          --------Divinity-------             15. Emotion 

 
 

11. Pyrotramatons (Angels)      ------Education--------   12. Art 
 
 

8. Ancestral                     ---------Fetal---------            9. Evil Spirits 
 
 

5. Descendants  --Elemental--  6. Social Groups 
 

 
        -------Traditional----- 
2. Holy Spirit       3. Son 

(Environmental)            (Sentimental) 
 
 

1. God 
(Fundamental) 

 
 

4. Rebellion 
 
 

7. Familiars 
 
 

10. Music 
 
 

13. Ideals 
 
 

16. Competition 
 

 
19. Female      
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7. Pyrotronics  (see The Pyrotronic Schematic of the Brain and Divine 
Vessel): understanding that the brain and soul operate according to 
the same laws as fire itself is essential to controlling your brain. It 
and our essence (of which the brain is a product) is the only 
conduit we have between God and us.   

8. Regency: all people born before the advent of the kingdom of 
God is born into Babylonia (fetal society on other planets would 
be known by the name of some prominent fetal era kingdom of 
that planet) develop Babylonian or demonic regents in place of 
there true personalities during normal growth. Overcoming the 
regent is what being born again means. Jesus shed his demonic 
regent on the cross, however, the stain of his regency was the 
need for the New Testament, and was shed when he died as that 
sacrifice of blood that is required to put any testament into effect.  

9. Divine Obedience is the core of what is called the principle of 
aphilosis. To achieve divine obedience one must first accept and 
apply the fact that all things in this universe work according to 
one divine set of laws and all things flow in one direction; 
forward toward growth, and perfection, abundance, education, 
satisfaction, etc. Aphilosis is the condition present when no other 
conditions are possible. Aphilosis is the perfection of Gods 
universe. God is either the author of the perfection of aphilosis, its 
child (and we it’s grandchildren), the caretaker of aphilosis, its 
student, or all of the above. 

10. The following is an incomplete list of the facets of fire according 
to the Oracle of God:  luminosity, degrees, potential, 
circumference, force, peace, adaptation, growth, distance, 
magnetism, immortality, ambition, lust, data, radiation, 
convection, conduction, perfection, balance, depth (variety), 
unity. 

11. Poison: there is nothing in this universe that is inherently 
poisonous. It is not what goes into us but what comes out that 
defiles us. 

12. Lesser Lights. The Oracle is the mathematic formula by which 
all things are known. In addition to the 21 elements of the Oracle 
all things can be ordered according to the 3pt. System. For 
educational purposes a number of these lesser formulas will be 
included after the section seven thunders.  
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Mastery of the Two-edged Sword 
 

The two-edged sword mentioned in the bible is a reference to the aphilosophic 
(unipolitical) nature of Gods universe. All things occur toward the benefit of all. 
Just as the ignorance of society causes regular acts of violence so also the 
resulting suffering of inefficiency and inconvenience teaches us the immaturity of 
it and of our need to out grow the thing.  

The two-edged nature of truth also applies to acts of goodness and love. 
Anything that is good for anyone should to some degree benefit everyone. 
Anything worth doing will mathematically bear witness to its own propriety. For 
example poisoning (mismanaging) the environment with diverse pollutants 
causes a domino effect of damage to everything in our biosphere to some degree, 
eventually. Where as acts of love and charity beget love and charity- charity is 
the mathematic bases for scientific fact that the collective particles of this 
universe produce more than the sum of their parts; Gods principles and 
mechanisms of his body are the source off all things. 

Whatsoever we teach our children wrong will ultimately bite us. While all the 
good things we teach them benefits not only the parent but also all future 
generations. The two-edge principle regarding education is painfully apparent 
when we examine the nature of media information injected into all minds on 
earth and the resulting exploration of depravity now widespread, retards not only 
peoples spiritual growth but is a critical reason why Babylonia will eventually 
fall, since she will be consumed by the miscreants she rears and the false policies 
they are loyal to.  

Doing unto others as you would have done unto you is the key to expertly 
wielding the two-edged sword. Doing otherwise makes you a victim of the 
sword.  
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The fall of Babylonia 
 

The term “Babylon” refers to the antiquated and decadent world society currently 
setting policy for all peoples. The term nonsensical is misleading and should be 
understand to mean immature. The first 6,000 years of our planetary civilization 
constitutes our mandatory period of the maturation process. This immaturity must 
be outgrown. When we do grow out of this stage we will find ourselves in the 
early stages of what the prophets call the kingdom of god. 
 Babylonia has its own rules and regulations amounting to its suicidal nature. 
The main characteristic of Babylonian culture is the belief in death. Death is 
nonexistent yet within these shores the people are encouraged to plan for death, 
are fed tales of death daily from all information sources, are taught to be 
fascinated by death, to fear (worship), to perceive destruction though no 
destruction exist. Societies loyalty to the belief in death is what makes us 
vulnerable to false standard of wealth and worth.  
  In all the money and valuables in the world there is not enough to actually 
equal the value of one single fingernail. Hence all suffering can easily be seen as 
a result of ignorance of the perfect value system of God. Our suffering and 
devaluing of human life generation after generation is unnatural and hard on the 
hearts and minds of the people. Therefore it is necessary for a particular system 
to be in place that allows us to endure this age of “iniquity”. That system is the 
system of Babylonian regents. 
 The Babylonian regent is the technical term that refers to the opposite of being 
“born again” in the wisdom of God. All people born on earth before the 
establishment of the kingdom of God during mankind’s infancy is by definition 
controlled by a Babylonian or demonic regent. Historically a regent is one who 
rules on behalf of an underage emperor of king who cannot yet properly conduct 
the affairs of their own kingdom. A regent is sworn to protect all of the young 
rulers interest: to provide for his education, safety, and protect his political power 
until they come of age. Likewise the Babylonian regent is that personality found 
in everyone, designed by God to weather the storm of living in the illusion of an 
imperfect world ignorant the totalitarian nature of Gods greatness.  

By applying the knowledge of the Oracle to ones life you easily increase your 
brains capacity by 6000% because it is how your brain should work. The 12% 
average brain functionality really means that only 3% of every thought going 
through your mind is actually yours. The rest is the thought process of your 
regent. Babylonian regents are stronger than “sin”. They can adapt to unlimited 
degrees of depravity and ignorance while giving the individual and society time 
to overcome our infancy (the fetal stage). The strength and durability of our 
regent cuts according to the principles of the two-edged sword in that they can 
endure the suffering of an ungodly world but also are difficult to unseat. In fact 
the only thing strong enough to unseat a regent is pure truth, the pure knowledge 
of God. For this reason the seven thunders is the mathematic cure for the 
suffering of evil, and will ultimately leave Babylon and our Babylonian regents 
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as ashes. Revelations chapter 18 clearly illustrates how knowledge of the 
inefficiency of the Babylonian system of economy and government will be its 
doom, the cause of worldwide rebellion against ungodliness (war, waste, belief in 
evil, so on).  
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Runelean Test for Divine Accuracy 
 

These test are the test that will allow all doubt to be eliminated from your 
mind regarding the efficacy of the power of the Oracle of God and make it 
impossible for the princes of Babylonia to reject truth or hide it from the children. 
 
1. The first test is a point-by-point examination of each of the 21 elements of the 

Oracle. Each element contains the blueprint of all 21 elements. Any single 
element when mastered automatically gives up the secret of all other elements 
the same way any one cell of the body contains the DNA needed to reproduce 
the individual (fundamentally). 

2. The second test is the actual operation of the Oracle and its mathematically 
infallible calculations. 

3. The third is the application of the principles of the Oracle to the problems of 
society; where it can be proved that pure divine knowledge is good for our 
bodies and therefore the application of the principles can be felt in your brain, 
your soul as well as the fabric of your environmental. 

4. By upgrading and substituting our current public policies with divine policy, 
the veracity of Gods policies can be proven to be instantaneously applicable to 
all areas of life. 

5. The fifth test is an examination of the method by which I came to be born 
again which shall be relayed in the next section 
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The History of War Scholar Tamara Runile 
 

It was nearly summertime when he discovered the 3 archprinciples. It was the 
middle of winter when he extended the formula to the 9 pt. Barometer of truth. By 
the end of the winter he’d written his annotated version of III Booklets  that 
explained his formula of divine truth. He was sure that he had done enough now to 
go to heaven when he died. It was time for him to take a break. In history no man 
had ever defined truth so clearly that the entire world would be able to understand it, 
and unable to deny it. His duty to god, mother, country, mankind, and all the 
civilizations in Gods universes, had been fulfilled in one super efficient stroke. What 
he needed now was to put his information in the right hands: the professors at the 
universities, the preachers and ministers of quality, and those visionary 
entrepreneurs so often celebrated for their ability to know profitability when they see 
it. He would rest.  

Tamara Runile was now 33. He had spent 20 years of his life searching for the 
truth. Now that he had it in his hands he was eager to get the burden off his back. He 
was excited to that his family would finally see exactly what he’d been up to all 
these years. He was elated to be so close to fulfilling his promises of unlimited 
compensation to those people who had believed in him and supported him. He 
pledged to have sponsors and a staff of able administrators assembled by the end of 
the December. It was enroute to this goal when Runile first became aware of the 
“Babylonian trance”. Whenever he approached someone with his plans of worldwide 
education, without fail, they would fall into a blank faced trance. Offering 
mathematic proof of his discoveries, they wouldn’t listen. When the book was given 
to them, they refused to read it. 

The entire world is ruled by the Babylonian mentality. Everyone approached 
reacted the same. The zeal with which people clung to their ignorance was a shock 
to Runiles expectations. For a brief moment the thought arose “ for all the good he 
had done for society, perhaps his efforts might yet come to nothing”. Regarding the 
man Tamara Runile used to be, this self-doubt was the first step toward his 
annihilation. There were those who had been watching what Runile was planning, 
and could see he was soon to meet with failure.  
 Early in the Fall Runile found his brain overwhelmed with the responsibility 
of possessing the solution to human suffering. Unable to find any reliable help with 
his task due to the Babylonianism, he had been forced to attempt simultaneously 
being scientist, writer, editor, preacher, teacher, fundraiser, and publicist. To take the 
pressure off Runile devised a plan to apply the principles of the Oracle to the 
operations of his brain. To increase his own brain capacity he planned to create 
independent minds within his own brain- a counsel of internal advisors- each with 
their own point of views, thoughts, and talents. He created these intelligences out the 
fabric of his dreams then programmed all eight to think independently and to devote 
all their brainpower toward any problem that crossed Runiles’ mind. This counsel of 
internal advisors had proven invaluable in helping him perfect the 9 pt. barometer of 
truth and the completion of his abbreviated version of III Booklets .   
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Booklet I 

(The 1st Thunder: The Traditional Sphere) 
 

There are three archprinciples responsible for the structure of existence. These 
3 combine to produce 9 other sub principles. These 12 principles are the foundation 
for all the information in the first 2 Booklets. Understanding the function of each 
principle becomes the individual’s barometer of truth. 

Aphilosis or aphilosophy is the term that will be used to describe that which 
can be mathematically proven to be the standard condition within our universe. It is 
the condition of all things composed of fire and obedient to one specific set of 
mathemechanical laws. Philosis or philosophy is the term that will be used when 
referring to mans natural immaturity of the laws of God. Philosis is the belief in 
degrees or variations of truth, opposing forces in any given universe, and genetic 
differences between particles and substances.  

The Barometer of Truth, its discovery and implementation, is as natural an 
event as the education of a child. The barometer will elevate our society from myth 
to reality by replacing old school faith with functional provable mathemechanical 
knowledge of the dependence of all things on the totalitarian nature and the 
magnificence and goodness of God. Mathematical understanding of the 3 
archprinciples will take mankind to the next level of existence. The 3 archprinciples 
are the key by which the aphilosis of reality is easily explained. 

The first archprinciple is fire . Fire is the substance all things are made of. 
Because fire and time are inseparably linked as facets of fire they both cycle forward 
only. The theoretic temperature called absolute zero cannot be achieved in our 
universe because things made of fire can be made to move slowly but never be made 
to stop [burning] (removed from the normal cycle of combustion) which would be 
needed to achieve absolute lack of fire, loss of energy, cessation of motion. The 
cycle of combustion (existence) is divisible to 3 interchangeable components: fuel, 
ignition, and corona (potential). Our universe is a particle universe. Subatomic 
particles (protons, electrons, neutrons) are the particle manifestation of fire. When an 
atomic reactor liquidates atoms into pure energy, pure fire is what is being released. 

 The manifestation of fire is the second archprinciple. The manifestation is 
equivalent to the sum total of all particles of our universe and others. Our universe 
may ultimately be proven to be the center of existence but it is more likely ordered 
according to the similitude of a solar system composed of many planets, in this 
instance, universes. The manifestation is everything and anything encompassed 
within the manifestation of fire is measurable. Accurately measuring the elements of 
existence is possible only through accurate perception. 

Perception of the manifestation of fire and of the principles of fire is the third 
archprinciple. Man is designed to grow from near total ignorance of aphilosis to total 
mastery and appreciation of it. The formulaic design of the 3 archprinciples is 
dependent on perception/perspective to fulfill the balance of aphilosis. If imperfect 
perception were not designed to become, through growth, perfectly sufficient to  
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element to a perspective element so also does the child of God master 1 (of 5) types 
of immortality by aligning his perceptions to reality. 

 
 

3 Substances- 3 Stages of Lifeforms 
A Treatise on the 1st 3 Thunders (Spheres) 

 
God is everything. He is made of one single substance-fire. There are 3 stages 

(states, phases, spheres, etc.) of fire: traditional, fetal, and elemental. There are two 
practical levels of God: our universe or lesser god and all the features of existence, 
our greater god. The truest definition of God is the highest attainable ideal or idol 
within a definite system or theater. The highest ideal in this universe is the 
maximum balance and efficiency apparent in and characteristic of our universe. 
Mastering all forms and functions in this universe is the only method of determining 
our true purpose.  

In the aphilosophic universe the traditional phase organism is the apex of 
growth. The structure of the 3 archprinciples is the view of existence from the 
perception of a traditional phase lifeform. The 3 archprinciples is the formula by 
which God and universe sees herself. The traditional organism is the evolutionary 
acme of fetal matter. The greater and lesser god- existence and universe- are the only 
2 examples of traditional class organisms known. 

Elemental matter is the building block of fetal and traditional lifeforms. The 
traditional lifeform views the universe unconsciously through the 3 archprinciples. 
The elemental form sees the universe in its trifold structure automatically. For 
instance volts=amps x ohms is the brain of electricity. Anywhere in this universe 
electricity will behave exactly the same based upon this formula. 

The fetal class is the immature version (child) of the traditional class 
organism. Immaturity is synonymous with the ability to grow. Growth equates to the 
decrease of inefficiency. Inefficiency is the actual condition inaccurately defined as 
evil in the mythologies of fetal humanity. 

The 3 stages of existence are not fixed but fluidly interchangeable because all 
things composed of fire are so empowered. 

No matter exist in less than a state of perfection and goodness for it can be 
mathematically proven all of God is good and perfect. This applies to substances 
classified as by fetal society as evil, unnatural, supernatural, chaotic, and poison. 
Man and nature cannot produce things that are not natural because anything 
produced in the aphilosophic world must be produced aphilosophically, consist of 
fire, and obey the laws of combustion. 

Chaos cannot exist as a substance or a condition of substance, neither can it be 
conceived of within brains born to God. If 99.9% of existence appears to exist in 
chaos and .01% as an orderly region, then chaos would be a part of the ordered 
universe and therefore regular not chaotic. If chaos constitutes were to constitute all 
existence then it is in fact chaos that is functioning as the perfect order of the 
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aphilosophic universe. By this logic it is provable that the aphilosis of existence is 
immutable by nature and that the authority of Gods laws are perpetually hegemonic. 
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3 Sciences 
(The 3rd Thunder: The Sphere of the Elemental) 

 
God is all therefore the study of anything is the study of some part of God. 

The mathematic study of her anatomy will hereafter be referred to as anatomics. 
Anatomics can be divided into 3 categories: practical anatomics, dermatology, and 
pyrometry. The categories are naturally derived from the 3 methods of learning (the 
4th thunder: the sphere of education): projection, imagination, and dissection. All 
things in our universe are microcosms of it. Due to the power of accurate projection 
understanding ourselves and the substance immediately around us (biosphere earth, 
our solar system, our galaxy) automatically yields information about all existence, 
even those areas we cannot yet study firsthand.  

The fetal class is incapable of imagining anything that is not native to the fire 
universe. Because of this fact practical knowledge about our universe does flow 
from the theoretic and the imagined. Such information can only be data regarding 
the facets of fire and falls under the category of pyrometry. Dissection is the ability 
to learn more about something by dividing it into its components. Dissection is the 
understanding of the old concept of divide and conquer. Dissection corresponds to 
the new science of dermatology. Dermatology is the study of the nearly infinite 
layers of the patterns of existence: of the barrier between and the relation of the 
subatomic to the microscopic, the microscopic to the cosmic, and so forth. 

The 3 methods of education are the foundation of their corresponding science 
as well as the complex forms of education that will be detailed in the 3rd booklet. 

 
Practical Anatomics 

Practical anatomics, that which is learned primarily through projection, is 
derived from the practical anatomic map of the body of god. The anatomic map is 
simple, depicting the universe as the spherical body of study, the various wombs of 
God (life producing planets, solar systems, etc.) and the 3 archprinciples that are 
Gods ganglia or brain. Man being Gods child the same 3 archprinciples responsible 
for her accurate perception must also apply to our perceptions and parameters via the 
law of projection.  

As shown in the diagram depicting the first 12 elements, pantheism, practical 
anatomics, and perception/perspective are linked within the perception third of the 
barometer. The belief in pantheism (conflict in nature) such as good versus evil is 
the resistance factor to accepting the anatomic as accurate. The monotheism popular 
today is not true monotheism but rather polytheistic monotheism because it allows 
for conflicts in nature and opposition to the will of God. Pure monotheism is 
aphilosis. 

Within the body of God and her children there exist no evil producing organs 
or particles. Any degree of pantheism will prevent understanding this fact. The 
majority of readers will find it far fetched, at first, to believe our cosmos is our 
parent and ideal because we are all taught (in pantheistic society) that all things are 
not inherently good, divine, and that mankind is unrelated to the perfect balance 
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evident in our aphilosophic universe and all the mathematical perfection of everyday 
existence. When we turn off our inbred belief in pantheism we are forced to see the 
aphilosis of reality. When we accurately project the aphilosis of reality upon reality 
the universe makes perfect mathematic sense and we become able to consciously 
and practically resolve that man is in truth created in the image of God and that God 
at the least of his magnificence, is our entire universe. 

I will now demonstrate how our universe, biosphere, and biological systems 
all conform to the standard of aphilosophic growth or progression- elemental to fetal 
to traditional. 

 
 
Aphilosis 

 
e- All elemental matter has the ability to grow into…. 
f- …fetal matter, an immature god destined by design to… 

 t-…mature into a traditional organism, a full grown child of God. 
 
Digestion 

 
e- All things absorbed into bodies for nutrition are first converted or absorbed 
as elemental matter 
f- Consumption for subatomic particles is pure energy usage. Matter 
consumed by fetal creatures becomes a part of the creatures’ anatomy. In this 
way elemental particles (food) are transformed from the elemental to fetal 
state. 
t- Waste products are a return to the elemental stage. The nutrients contained 
in ones cells at the moment one grows from fetal to fetal/traditional or 
traditional, are an instance of elemental particles growing to fetal and 
traditional stages of existence. 
 

 
 
 
Respiratory and Circulatory Systems 
 

e/f/t- the airborne and non-airborne nutrients (intravenous) involved in these 
two system travel the same cycle of aphilosis as nutrients during digestion.  

 
Nervous System 
 

e- The anatomic components that produce chemical/electrical energy of 
sensation and thought as well as the electro/ chemical energy itself are 
elemental. 
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f- The electrical system that is our nervous system is a means of elevating 
electricity to the fetal state. 
t- Spent brain energy is a return to the elemental state. Any knowledge and 
memory you posses at the transition between fetal and traditional also makes a 
transition to the traditional stage of electricity. 

 
 
 
 
Short cycle of the Fetus 
 

e- The lifespan of one fetal unit- one human being- begins as a zygote 
(fertilized egg), as round as a planet or proton and purely aphilosophic. 
f- The born human is the first step of the fetal stage, a journey from knowing 
only elemental instincts to potentially mastering everything God knows minus 
1 degree. 
t- Each person is able to learn enough before they die to technically achieve 
the fetal/traditional state now. To achieve that state you must educate your 
mind to think habitually aphilosophically. This is the core component of mans 
birthright as child of God. Everyone is refined to both traditional and 
elemental when our human forms are recycled. 
 

Dermatology 
 
Is what we learn through telescopic, microscopic, or plain sight will only ever 

verify the aphilosis of the fire universe. You will never find anything within the 
boundaries of the body of God contradictory the laws of aphilosis. By this process 
everything we experience naturally hypnotizes us into the aphilosophic mode of 
thinking and living. Hypnosis is the demon of being transfixed on any one part or 
layer of thought of technology leading to the inefficient pursuit of our destinies. As 
shown in the graph of the 9 pt. barometer, hypnosis is the antithesis of a functioning 
understanding of existence. 

 
Pyrometry 

 
The boundaries of our lesser God, our universe, represents mankind’s 

practical limit for the exploration of fire and its realm. Pyrometry is the study of 1) 
the combustion cycle, 2) linear cycle of fire, 3) facets of fire, and 4) faith in the 
existence of evil beyond our universe under the following provisions: 

A. No instance of genuine evil has ever occurred in the fire universe 
B. Genuine evil has never been imagined in the fire universe nor by fire based 

creatures. 
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It is vital to understand that the maturity to allow for that which we cannot 
currently even fathom is the highest manifestation of divine imagination. The ability 
to record unproven data at no cost to the soul or memory will be discussed in the 3rd 
booklet. 
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when mankind stops believing in evil. To believe in evil is only way to suffer 
from evil. 

Aphilosis is the battery that powers nightmares. Mathematically nightmares 
are nightmares of conflict (pantheism) not nightmares of unity, cooperation, or 
oneness. The apocalyptic fantasy is the maximum degree of that which is called 
nightmare. The apocalypse of popular monotheistic culture, the cult of the popular is 
called Armageddon, ragnoroc, etc. and is a predictable battle between good and evil 
during the final generation of evil infected mankind.  

The collective dream of apocalypse as a cure for evil demonstrates our natural 
aversion to evil and a natural propensity to defeat it. All nightmares are degrees of 
pain. All pain is pleasure in the form of an automatic warning system designed to 
educate and protect us from future decreases of pleasure. 

 True monotheism is aphilosis. Popular culture is dominated by religions that 
claim to be monotheistic but are actually polytheistic; practicing pantheistic 
monotheism. The scale of pantheism ranges from polytheism (the worship of many 
gods) to pantheistic monotheism (the worship of two gods: one good one evil). The 
age of pantheism is a part of natural growth in the form of ignorance. 

Hypnosis can be divided into 3 types that exert control over mankind: 
authoritative, cultural, and continuous. The power of hypnosis is the power to limit 
perception. This deprives our brains of the information needed to bring us to our 
maximum level of perception/consciousness. Authoritative hypnosis is when we 
believe what someone says because we believe they’re social status makes them 
closer to God than we and therefore more wiser. Cultural hypnosis is what we are 
loyal to because of our cultural customs. Continuous hypnosis or fascination comes 
from the influence of nonstop sensation upon our senses that does not end after 
“death”.  

Mathematically all hypnosis is beneficial since all 3 demons provide just the 
right predetermined amount of resistance for perfecting life forms according to the 
will of God.  

The following guidelines can be applied to determine the negative hypnotic 
influence of any one or combination of things: 

 
1. Principles dependant on the idea of indomitable or everlasting 

mystery, ignorance, division, or inaccuracy. [Authoritative] 
2. Principles contradictory to the law of fundamental benevolent 

affinity of all particles of fire one to another. [Cultural] 
3. Principles committed to permissiveness of the primitive belief of 

genetic differences between any particles or groups of particles of 
fire. [Continuous] 

 
 
The depths of hypnosis and the normal affinity of particles one to another is 

the core of the danger of hypnosis simplified. The danger is rooted in the fact that 
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fire particles are designed to adapt to all agents benevolent or inconvenient. The 
limitations of adaptation are: 

 
1. Individually a man can never adapt to pantheism enough to achieve 

maximum aphilosophic potential through it. 
2. Collectively, as long as 2/3 of earths population practice philosis, our 

earth fetal unit cannot survive when the brain (mankind) attempts to 
function philosophically in an aphilosophic universe like as a 
diseased mind  

 
Short of these parameters a person can be hypnotized into adopting any 

ignorance as truth. 
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Of the Comfort of Demons 
 

The 3 demons do not exist except as degrees of, less than standard aphilosis 
yet they currently are in comfortable control of mankind; supervising our destruction 
of bio-sphere earth. The comfort and primary weapon of demons is the same as that 
of everything else within the fire based universe: pleasure. We are not free to 
achieve standard divine maturity (the fetal/traditional state) until we accept the 
undependability of senses, thoughts, feelings, pain, or pleasure to guide us out from 
under the asses of demons without strict adherence to the guidance of the barometer 
of truth. Existence is disgustingly sweet. No matter to what degree we may fall short 
of mastering aphilosophic thought, we are drowning in a world who’s every particle 
is mathematically verifiably composed of pleasure (fire, and love) and designed to 
achieve pure bliss. 

Pleasure, love and fire are inseparable within the tri-fold cycle of combustion. 
All particles of fire are equally ecstatic, in love, and on fire. When fire is replaced 
with pantheism as shown in the preceding diagram our perception is proportionately 
diminished. When pantheism (philosis) is in the fires spot perception is twisted to 
produce inefficient pursuits of pleasure upon which this current Babylonian society 
is founded upon and therefore cannot last. 

Our blind struggle for pleasure through philosophic policies is the core barrier 
which slows us down from accepting that only aphilosis leads to maximum 
satisfaction. The individual confined by philosophic conditioning cannot image nor 
has he felt the standard pleasure derived from truly understanding God and aphilosis. 
Consider all the pleasure you have experienced in your life and condense it into one 
huge pleasurable experience. The feeling you would feel is less than the deepest 
misery felt by an aphilosophically-trained mind. 

Pain is pleasure in the guise of an automatic sensory mechanism designed to 
teach us through example how to minimize and avoid future decreases of pleasure. 
This fact is one more instance of proof that we are designed to achieve maximum 
pleasure and that all things are made of pleasure. The most efficient means of 
pursuing pleasure is through purely aphilosophic means. To give an example, 
imagine all the racism in the world. Racism is just one mathematically predictable 
result of ignorance of the universal relation of all things to the other. The act of 
racism causes pain. That pain is the automatic warning light trying to teach us how 
much energy is wasted on racism. The mathematic proof lies in the real time energy 
conservation that will result after all racism has ceased. 

The elimination of such concept as racism may seem an unattainable task. 
This lack of imagination is a result of philosophic chains our brains are conditioned 
to bear. The 3rd booklet will provide the information you will need to free yourself 
from those chains. 
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Extra Brains 
 

I will now explain the procedure for harnessing more of our unused 
brainpower by manipulating extra brains. Multiple personalities or extra brains exist 
like all other things; as an aphilosophic maximum and all inferior degrees less than. 
Earth society possesses a general knowledge of the inconvenience and inefficiency 
caused by the psychological ailment. The procedure for manipulating extra brains is 
the final result of one of my old ideas that became possible and practical only after I 
discovered the barometer of truth. My need to create extra brains arose from the fact 
that I am not a naturally talented writer or educator. My lack of talent caused my 
production of the original III Booklets to be slow, unorganized and impractical. To 
correct this I determined to increase my objectivity from minimum to maximum by 
harnessing my subconscious brainpower consciously diverted from those 
personalities found in dreams. 

The procedure is as follows: 
 
1. To be sure you always have sufficient brainpower for extra brain 

thinking-upgrade to aphilosophic thought ASAP. Much energy is 
conserved and made available for use after we stop wasting brain 
energy forcing the brain to feed on philosophic thoughts that cause 
the additional waste of nightmare. [Power source] 

2. The purpose of generating extra brains is to maximize our 
perspective by increasing our points of view. Objectivity leads to 
truth. The deeper we grasp the elements of truth the better we are 
able to serve God. [Policy] 

3. The circumference of a circle is indicative the complete, all 
encompassing body and power of God. All the particles of God can 
be equated to clock face, where each second mark represents one of 
the possible subsets of the entire set of existence. The space between 
12 and the 1st second would encompass the complete range of 
possible atomic elements, the next increment-all electromagnetic 
frequencies, next-all the people who’ll ever be born, all mineral 
compounds, types of stars, colors, etc. Each form and subset of forms 
is an enumeration equidistant relative the heart (3 archprinciples) or 
center of God. Likewise, extra brains are the multiplication of your 
perspective, allowing you to view at will all ideas and situations from 
all sides just by programming your extra brains to do so. [Principle] 

4. Now mentally construct your objectivity room by realizing 
(visualizing) the brainpower that will now on be diverted to your 
round table of personally manufactured advisors, dedicated to your 
growth. These advisors will automatically form opinions on issues 
even when you are not thinking about them-just like dreams. Your 
table of advisors may be famous strategist, scientist, leaders, children 
you haven’t had yet, ancestors, any combination of the 
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aforementioned, etc. The only limitation to imagining or conceiving 
other perspectives and your willingness to accept how easily your 
brain learns to do things it was designed to do. [Practice]  

 
You initialize your subconscious advisors by visualizing and utilizing them to 

solve whatever decision faces you at the moment. The process of extra brains is a 
verifiable product of applying the element of projection to the principle of structural 
integrity: maximum consciousness’ being possible for someone only when all brains 
are functioning in cooperation. Many minds are better than one even when the 
additional opinions originate from inside your own head. 

 
 

The First Rebellion 
(History of Runile cont.) 

 
Whenever he had need of them he would close his eyes, summon his counsel 

of advisors and whatever problem he posed to them they would quickly produce a 
solution. It was the middle of December. His deadline for going public with his 
discovery was coming fast. Now for the first time since creating and programming 
them to function aphilosophically, his internal advisors had convened of their own 
accord. They had devised a solution to Runiles’ problem. Privy to their thoughts and 
they to his, he could see what they were planning. It appeared his counsel of internal 
advisors was plotting a palace coup. 

Each brain is fundamentally identical to the people/personalities we find in 
our dreams except these people are programmed to exist continuously and to labor 
incessantly on whatsoever task they are programmed to achieve. Simply by 
understanding that our brains are capable of something (i.e. generating and 
commanding extra-brains) they become free to achieve it. Runile had fashioned his 
extra-brains according to specific parameters of historic personalities-those he 
considered would produce the best counsel of wartime advisors history could 
imagine. For instance there was K’loud the war master fashioned after his cat who 
had exhibited certain mutations and abilities contributing to his natural mastery of 
the art of war (much the same as Runile himself); Djinnoa and Djineva, brother and 
sister, fictional renditions of Runiles prehistoric ancestors; Anakhades, fictional 
grandson and hypothetic composite of the ancient war strategist Zhuge Liang and the 
invincible warrior Lu Bu. Chrysanthemum Nile (Rysan) hypothetic composite of the 
finest attributes of his mother and sister; Obijenga Ling, fictional daughter; Zhu 
Tubal Cain, fictional descendent; and Zim Ra, ruthless warlord king of the future 
and fictional descendent of his family and his brothers family. Runile sat in the chair 
of the counsel’s commander and 9th member. 

Runiles’ mind contained years of ideas, psychological experiments, the details 
of the religions he’d read about and philosophies he’d studied, and half invented 
inventions. All these ideas were at the disposal of his advisors. Now the eight 
advisors had assessed the situation and concluded that if Runile continued on his 
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present course there was no way he would achieve his goal of going public with his 
formula by the end of the year. The counsel reasoned that Runiles difficulty 
convincing people of the importance of his ideas and gathering support stemmed 
from the fact that Runile had drifted out of touch with other humans. Runile had 
been fundamentally wise with logic from the day he was born and had forced 
himself to make “progress and growth” his religion. For years he had adapted to the 
Babylonianism of society until the day he could figure everything out. Now that he 
had figured out the cure for world peace and enlightenment he was too war torn from 
the effort to properly communicate with others.  

Runile had little by little conquered most of his ignorances. By now he was so 
far out of touch with humans institutionalized by Babylonian ideals he was 
unconsciously unable to sympathize with humanities permissiveness of its 
immaturity (loyalty to Babylonian ideals). To overcome this, his advisors contrived 
to replace Runile with a preadolescent younger version of himself combining his 
unconditioned younger self with the knowledge and experience painstakingly 
acquired in his adult life. This they hoped would allow him to better play the role of 
organizer, teacher, publicist, etc.  
 Runile could see what they were planning because everything they were 
thinking was in his own mind. The idea of being deposed from controlling his own 
body fascinated him and unnerved him. All of this was virgin territory. If he was 
about to become victim of multiple personalities of his own making there was no 
precedent to warn him. He was the guinea pig. Hence far the extra brains had 
allowed him to condense decades of physical labor and mental growth into weeks 
and days. Being that they were programmed to abide by the principles of the 
barometer of truth he had no grounds to contradict their judgment, nor could he, 
lawfully, unless he could prove their idea was not progress and could come up with a 
better idea than theirs. He decided to give himself two days to come up with a better 
strategy. If he failed to do so he would yield to the recommendations of the counsel. 
 He did fail. When the two-day deadline passed Runile entered the counsel 
chamber, a large round room of black bricks decorated only with a round table in its 
center and nine chairs; for lack of necessity the room lacked any exterior features or 
dimensions. In this session he submitted himself to the devices of his advisors. 
Runiles’ advisors praised him for acquiescing and for his hindsight and foresight, for 
all of what was now transpiring had been made possible by the core formula Runile 
had discovered in the old days when he was limited to one mind and a beginners 
understanding of the formula of the power of God. By Runiles command court 
officials ushered in from behind a curtain the child version of Runile who will 
henceforth be referred to as Ronel. Ronel was 10 years old and was adorned with 
light ornamental armor and jewels of a young prince. Runile rose and surrendered 
his chair to the younger and took his new place as one of the counsel advisors. 
 Ronel was not an extra-brain but rather Runiles personality stripped of 23 
years of corruption by philosophic thought. Now that Ronel sat in the commanders’ 
seat and was in complete control of Runiles hands and feet the other advisors had 
expected Runile to harbor ire against them and the new commander but the opposite 
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came to be true. Runile and Ronel fell in love with each other. Only their love of 
God was more. Beyond Runiles ability to fathom here he was with his ambitiously 
curious young self (he had always admired the cool results of his own curiosity 
when he was growing up) and Runile the conqueror of all his childhood curiosity 
was no less than Ronel’s greatest hero second only to God. Runile now had the 
chance to revisit his childhood in the flesh; all those lost times no longer lost and 
Ronel was the child whose childhood wisdoms had laid the foundations of his own 
“resurrection”.  
 The next fourteen days to the end of the year came quickly. The plan of the 
advisors to rescue Runiles’ plan by the end of the year, had not been accomplished. 
But that deadline had become irrelevant in lieu of the technical advancements made 
since Ronel had been installed as acting commander and the new frontiers now 
opened. The experimental technical advancements had given Runile, Ronell and the 
rest of the counsel members’ new confidence, even if Runile had to do everything 
himself. The value of the ideas produced with the aid of his extra-brains and the new 
counsel member Ronel (according to the agreement Runile had been restored to the 
throne at the first of the year) had convinced Runile that he needed no one else to 
help him as long as he kept faith in the formula he had discovered. For the first time 
he believed he really might strike a great blow to solve the worlds education 
problem. He was now convinced he could do war with humanities idea of slavery 
and war. It was at this time that his advisors crowned him warlord; only a man who 
masters the laws of conflict can master the laws of peace.  
 

The 3rd Rebellion 
 

Runile was back on the throne. Ronel was at his side and now it was a contest 
to see who admired the other more. They had moved their chairs closer together. 
Runile praised Ronel. Ronel praised Runile. The two had become closer than the lips 
are to the teeth. Runile was in love with his past and in love with the loving of it. 
Now love is one of the 3 stages of the cycle of combustion so in regards to Runiles’ 
and Ronels’ mutual infatuation, the advisors saw this unique type of nostalgia 
harmless to their ends. Runile had accomplished much and deserved to have his 
season. But in time there some on the counsel began to fell uneasy about Runiles 
indulgences in this time of war here on the battlefield not wholly convinced of the 
harmlessness of it. 

“He is extremely satisfied with the present situation. That is no condition for a 
warlord of his responsibility and abilities. He needs to be hungry,” Zhu Tubal Cain 
said to Obijenga Ling. 

“I agree” Ling said. “ The question of whether or not he deserves a respite 
from his labors to reminisce is nullified by the military protocols.” 

Anakhades overheard what was being said. “ Comrades, I agree that your 
points are all good points. Why not take it to a vote so all the members might partake 
of your wisdom,” he said.       
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“ Can we afford to take the risk of a vote my brother? Faith in Runile is high 
just now. Enough confidence perhaps to override good sense,” Ling said. “And what 
is good sense in this situation,” asked Anakhades. 
“Simply this: Runile has accomplished much due to his natural hunger for truth and 
has accomplished very little in life that did not originate from his fiery ambitions. 
Now that Ronel is at his side he has become distracted and is endanger of 
committing the sin of inconvenience; of settling for a little kingdom, a paltry estate, 
instead of continuing on point with his greater goal, he education of everyone in this 
universe. Such was the destiny God has set before him,” said Ling. 

“ Let us remember that a sense of urgency is the key to his ultimate success. 
What benefit is his immortality if the world is doomed in 10 years? It is not only 
about Runiles spiritual growth but blessing the world with the benefits of his 
knowledge before the time of judgment. This counsel was formed to succeed where 
Runile could not do so alone. To keep watch over divers matters to plentiful and 
critical for him to manage by himself. In his revelry with Ronel, his past, he is 
behaving less like one hungry and more as one who is full,” said Ling. 
“In the interest of Runiles success what shall we do? Rebel?” asked Anakhades. 
 Rebellion is not necessary brothers. All we need is to declare a state of 
emergency and put the entire counsel under martial law. If we are just in our actions 
then the results will bear witness. This is a critical time. The events of the next few 
weeks cannot be risked on a vote of confidence. I believe we must move quickly if 
truly we are loyal to the God of gods and the King of kings and the warlord of 
warlords”, Ling explained. 
 So it happened that these three did call the counsel together and there declared 
that they would be taking over Runiles hands and feet under the protocols of martial 
law. Runile and the counsel agreed with the spirit of the declaration but wondered 
why the three counsel members had not put their ideas to a vote. Obijenga answered 
and said “ the amount of required mental/spiritual upgrades makes the process of 
due process insufficient the task. By instituting martial law all of Runiles energies 
will immediately be force focused back toward his goals in the service of God. In 30 
days the throne was to be returned to Runile. 
 The military benefits of 30 days of pure dedication of Runiles energies, 
control of his hands and feet toward his goals in the service of God was irrefutable to 
Runile and the others. In the absence of a better idea, martial law must therefore be 
implemented. So in the 2nd week of the year he was deposed for a second time 
twenty days after the end of the 1st rebellion.  

According to the divine science that Runile was mastering, the term rebellion 
had now been aphilosophically redefined. Rebellion is an act that brings one closer 
to God. Rebellion is a natural divine reaction against any barrier between the child 
and God. Any uprising in which the new policies are less advanced then the existing 
regimes’ is merely an ill-advised revolt. 

Runiles’ hands and feet were now under control of the triumvirate headed by 
Obijenga Ling. Zhu Tubal Cain was appointed to assist her with all matters of civil 
administration. Anakhades was in charge of military operations and personally 
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invited K’loud the war master to assist him. He accepted. During this time Runile 
appeared to those in the outside world mind to have indeed stepped up his game, 
successfully becoming organizer, administrator, editor, artist, and motivator to carry 
out his war against the ignorance of Babylonians. The details of all that was 
accomplished during the period of martial law will not be discussed here. But at the 
end of the 30 days the counsel had produced a hardcopy of Runiles’ III Booklets  
and had gathered a small group of capable supporters to assist him in the world 
outside his mind. The three usurpers: Ling, Cain and Anakhades with the expert 
assistance of K’loud, were commended by all to have successfully conducted 
operations. And before we go further with the story it is necessary to double back. 

 
 

The 2nd Rebellion 
 

Within Runiles’ mind was thirty years of partially invented inventions as well 
as experimental ideas and theologies he had accumulated from all the ideas and 
religions, philosophies of the minds of the history of man, he could not 
mathematically verify, swimming around in his head. All this information was 
stored in a library in his brain. His Advisors had access to these ideas even while 
Runile was asleep. While Runile was in the outside world working hand and foot to 
earn the money to do those things he could not accomplish in the counsel chambers 
inside in his head his advisors were free to study and experiment with those ideas. It 
was part of their programming to work out solutions and explore ideas Runile could 
not have consciously explored with his mind alone. 

One such idea that had drawn the interest among certain advisors was a series 
of devices that were composed of imagination and implanted through visualization 
into the brain (similar to the advisors themselves). Specifically of interest was a 
device Runile had conceived to alter the speed in which he dreamed. This device had 
the potential of speeding up a dream to a point where an entire universe could be 
born and collapsed inside the span of one nights dream. Zim Ra and Rysan were 
intrigued by the idea. Between the two of them a prototype was developed. The 
device worked by creating a split timeline between the counsel advisor chamber and 
the operators of the device, thereby creating a controlled dream within a dream. The 
device operators had a series of levers by which to manipulate their environment: 1) 
dream stabilization to prevent dream shifting, 2) time differential control, 3) energy 
siphoning from Runiles’ subconscious to keep the dream continuously playing. 

Zim Ra was of an extremely ambitious nature. He imagined that he could 
create a universe of many worlds in which eventually many Runiles’ would come to 
be born. Then by monitoring the progress of each he could potentially solve all of 
Runiles’ problems and achieve all his ambitions virtually instantaneous. By his 
designs Zim Ra would become closer to God than Runile himself for there would be 
a reversal of the role of programmer and program. Through this psycho political 
logic Zim Ra fathomed that he could permanently replace Runile as commander of 
his hands and feet.  
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As soon as the device was completed Zim Ra and Rysan rebelled. And 
because 1,000,000 millennia could transpire in their universe every 2 seconds of real 
time, their grand rebellion went totally unnoticed. Within the new universe on a 
particular planet the two created a stronghold out of the fabric of dreams and 
servants and soldiers in the same manner Runile had created themselves. To make a 
distinction between themselves and their creations Rysan called them pyrotramatons, 
while they themselves would be known as the extra-brains of Runiles’ advisory 
counsel. From within their fortress the 2 rebels were now masters of an entire plane 
of existence. The real world of Runiles hands and feet and the counsel chamber was 
now frozen in time. Now they began to run their own experiments with their newly 
acquired authority in support of their dreams of greatness. But unknown to them 
their status as lords of their own domain was about to be challenged from an 
unexpected quarter.      

On a planet called Karitukrit, in the kingdom of Empress Magdiel there 
existed a very credible expectation that in less than ten years the empire would 
stretch all the way around the world. Her prowess at war and administration was 
equaled or surpassed by at least Dabulene her son and acting emperor, and his 
warlord sons Pokiterah, Mu Sheirn, Zephat, Nemoses, Aradi, Beriah, Kang Ding, 
Sukoth, Gannon Wu; and the military advisors Ava, and Cefaravim; and the civil 
advisors Ramisis Iko and his sons Bu and Wei. There were a mere handful of 
resistant tribes in the land, fragments and remnants all. There was no reason for the 
empress to excessively concern herself with the study of war even when Dabulene 
scouts reported that they had found a fortress on a steep hillside built seemingly 
overnight on Magdene territory deep behind enemy lines conspicuously and in a 
style unknown to the cultures of the day. 

There was much speculation about the mysterious appearance among the 
rulers of the empire but the consensus opinion was expressed by Ramisis Iko: “the 
faction that has appeared upon our lands is obviously of higher technology than any 
we have seen even that they be of another place and time. Such a people would for 
the most part expect no inconvenience from “primitives” such as we. With such 
power as that they must posses, they could travel to many worlds unmolested and 
unopposed. If we are to defeat them then we must use this fact to our advantage, 
attack them with our full army all at once. By this strategy we may be able to capture 
their high technology and discover secrets.” His argument was accepted by the 
military leaders all of whom of an ambitious nature and eager to be victorious. The 
forces of Magdene were readied for the attack. 

Inside the citadel Zim Ra and Rysan could see what was going on and 
responded by generating legion after legion of pyrotramatons to meet the attackers. 
They expected that their ability to produce almost unlimited amounts of 
pyrotramatons would make victory assured but the fighting prowess of the Magdene 
overcame the two rebels’ ability to produce soldiers and brought the haughty rebels 
to a sore state. Fearing that the castle would soon be overrun, Zim Ra summoned 
Anakhades from the counsel chamber and offered him a portion of the greater glory 
if he would lead the castle forces and repel the attackers. Before Anakhades took 
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control of the defense the situation was doomed. The castle was taken by the 
Magdene, Zim Ra and Rysan were made prisoners but Anakhades cut his way 
through the attackers and led a small squadron that fled the castle and made their 
way to the open wilderness of the empire. 

The Magdene were now in control of the castle and all the advanced 
technology therein. But since they could not figure out the operation of the alien 
devices they intended to torture Zim Ra and Rysan for their secrets. When 
Anakhades had gotten clear of the pursuers he could see that he had less than 50 
fighting pyrotramatons remaining of the 300+ he escaped with. From here he began 
recruiting warriors from enemy tribes of the Magdene until he had amassed a force 
one legion strong. It was important that he retake the castle for inside were the 
controls to Runiles’ subconscious mind. Whatever became of this war would 
permanently affect his brain. He devised a war strategy, attacked, and quickly 
succeeded in capturing Iko’s son Ramisis Bu. 

“ Now that you have caught me you would do better to let me go. Alone you 
might escape the forces of the Magdene but with me as hostage all effort will be 
made to defeat, capture and punish you for this,” said Bu.  

“ General Bu do not be alarmed I have not captured you as an enemy but 
because I have need of a worthy ally to save both of our sides from destruction that 
you my lord are not yet aware of. The technology your people have captured is 
experimental. It is designed to stabilize dreams into planets, universes, and societies 
just as real as that which exists outside of the mind. The world you occupy now is a 
product of such a dream. My comrades and I are caretakers of he who is sleeping. 
From inside his brain we regulate the affaires of divers worlds and realities by 
manipulating his dreams. If your people tamper with the controls inside the castle 
your entire reality will be upset in an instant. And although my comrades and I will 
survive all that you know will cease forever and not be repeated like a passing nights 
dream.  

Hearing Anakhades explanations, Bu decided to help him retake the castle. Bu 
entered the castle secretly as a traitor and from the inside brought about the defeat of 
his own, seeing that it was for their best interest. Zim Ra and Rysan were freed. The 
secret rebellion remained a secret for some time afterward until the number of 
advancements that flowed from it into Runiles consciousness caused questions 
among the other counsel members of Runiles table, and the 3 rebels were forced to 
confess their acts. The rebellion was considered justified because of all the new 
information that came from it. Within the world of the Magdene Ramisis Bu was 
rewarded for assisting Anakhades and provided with a device that would give him 
the ability to monitor and safeguard the stability of his universe. 
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Booklet III 
Mastering Your Divinity 

 
Elemental and traditional phase life forms exist in a perpetual state of 

maximum unity and compliance with the laws of fire. The process of mastering the 
relationship applies only to the fetal class. The fetal class (children of God) are 
designed by definition to grow from ignorance to intellectual mastery of existence, 
The 3rd booklet will demonstrate how the 3 archprinciples can be used to fulfill all 
mankind’s needs and dreams dreamed as well as those yet dreamed. This booklet is 
divided into the list of specific concepts you must master before you die, so you can 
obtain all you desire and to become free to achieve your potential in the eye s of god 
and ancestor. 

 
The Barometer of 18 Elements 

 
The barometer of truth composed of 9 elements theoretically applies to all life 

forms originating in the igneous universe. The barometer now presented here, of 18 
elements divided into 6 spheres, applies to the earth fetus specifically and all life 
forms in this universe and others in general. The barometer is a diagram of existence 
and all its parts and mechanisms. By dividing the barometer into it’s 3 prime 
precepts we can better examine the formulaic logic if the structure of our souls and 
minds. 

 
 
 
-Pantheism is the belief in opposition to god and is condition nonexistent in 

this universe. Due to the limitations of aphilosis fire based beings cannot actually 
fathom, dream of or imagine pantheism. 

 
-God is everything therefore the study of anything is the study of the anatomy 

of God. Anatomics is the neutralizer of pantheism. 
 
-Projection is the ability or power igneous life possesses to learn something 

about one topic by learning about any other topic due to aphilosophic symmetry in 
this universe. 
 

Identity - To own accurate knowledge of your identity is your reward for achieving 
minimum aphilosophic maturity. 

 
Demoncraft- or False Oaths is the fruit of inaccuracy regarding the knowledge of our 

identities; oaths to the dead, evil, and familiar spirits. Demoncraft is a complex 
manifestation of pantheism: the worship of ideals and idols less than the one God of 
gods 
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Community and Individual Aspects 

 
The community aspect of any element is the result of that element being 

distorted by philosophic society and consumed by the brain of the individual. The 
individual aspect is the effect of any element upon an individual which could 
theoretically be encountered in a totally aphilosophic environment. By this logic 
manifestation of the individual personality is purely discernable by calculating the 
individual aspect effect. 
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The 4th Thunder (Sphere of Education) 

And 
The 5th Thunder (Sphere of Sorcery and Alchemy) 

 
The brain is a perfectly aphilosophic device yet its perfection is not protection 

from the inevitable inefficiency produced when philosophic programs invade and 
dominate. The brain is not designed to function at maximum operating level while 
under philosophic influence.  The key to mastering the 5th sphere is learning to use 
our inherent mental powers. The power of the brain is encompassed in the elements 
imagination, dissection, and projection. My brain is essential to my soul as it is the 
only tool I posses for which to comprehend what God has designed all humans to 
master- information. Complete mastery of all incoming information is possible only 
by judging it against the barometer of truth. Each gigabyte of the complete set of all 
information is a component in the mathemechanical schematic of the body of God. 

Memory is synonymous with truth and data when it is distorted memory 
because all distortions of perception follow the pattern demonstrated in the 
barometer of truth. Similarly, evil cannot be made to exist or proven merely because 
the majority of humans believe in it. On the contrary, believing in evil results in the 
exact tortures to the soul man suffers from today, calculable to mathematic certainty.  

Memory is not a significant function of the brain since information is the same 
be it stored in books, layers of rock, computers, or brains. Memory without 
minimum mastery of imagination, dissection, and projection is just information 
being stored in a device unable to make use of any data. Mastering the brain includes 
the realization that all data, discovered and undiscovered, is the single memory of 
our god. 

For all 18 elements there is an individual aspect and a community aspect. The 
individual aspects are responsible for what distinguishes one individual from 
another. The individual aspect of imagination can be demonstrated through the 
example of a slinky. The person who invented slinkys, a device capable of nearly 
perpetual motion, either dreamed the concept or discovered it by happenstance. Our 
works and the products of our imaginations eternally define us. All invention 
automatically increases the efficiency and pleasure of the whole race to some degree. 
Genuine technical discovery is an upgrade for the whole community regardless 
whether that community be a town or all the children of God in this universe. That a 
person becomes partly definable as an individual based on how their perception via 
imagination enriches the community, is the manifestation of the community aspect 
of imagination.  

All inventions, discoveries, new ideas are preexisting and bleed into the 
reality of consciousness via nature and imagination. Ancient Greek scholars 
developed this concept. The fact that I can prove this concept accurate is just one 
example of how the barometer of truth can be used to assess the actual technical 
contribution of all ideas, literature, and beliefs. Imagination is the visual 
manifestation of fire in our minds eye. As shown here, fire is the literal and 
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proverbial fire that fuels imagination. Imagination leads to technical increase in ones 
understanding of the true nature of the element motivation. Society will continue to 
suffer from the belief in evil until we begin enriching the imaginations of our 
children with the anatomic proof that evil does not exist. 

Dissection is the next element of the sphere of education. In the aphilosophic 
universe accurate dissection of anything yields accurate information regarding the 
structure and purpose of the point of study. The individual aspect of dissection lies 
in the fact that only the individual can completely dissect himself or herself 
mentally, being the only source of genuine introspective. That all things can be 
dissected is the community aspect of dissection. Due to the nature of aphilosis no 
secret or inaccuracy is safe from exposure. Dissection is the standard process of 
studying dermatology. Accurate dermatological dissection of the manifestation of 
fire automatically yields accurate information regarding our place in the universe. 
We are located in the fire universe, eternally a flame within the cycle of combustion. 

Projection, the 3rd element of the educational sphere is based on the truth that 
all scales of perception, each increment of magnification (telescope, microscope, so 
on) reveals that everything in our universe is a microcosm of the whole. All life 
forms including pigs, pond scum, and maggots are made in the image of God. All 
data compiled by mankind to this point proves this when viewed through the 
barometer. The more aphilosophically accurate our perspective the better our 
command over the power of projection. Mastering the power of projection increases 
our awareness of our true identities.   

The ego of fetal substance or fetal stage creatures cannot be fully satisfied 
except through pure aphilosis and accurate understanding. All fetal matter originates 
in the womb of God. The womb of most animals is located at the biological center 
and most defensible part of the parent. The human fetus is still inside the womb of 
God and cannot begin the long journey to maturity until you accept aphilosis as fact, 
and are prepared to be born for the first time, regardless of how old and wise you 
think you are now. 

The children of God are the most precious part to God above all his other 
parts. Life and existence are both seed and venue of the ambitions of God just as a 
child of a proper parent is the center of the parent’s existence. The individual aspect 
of projection lies in the reality that every particle of fire is a microcosm of the whole 
body of God. The community aspect is the fact that all particles fire are part of the 
complete and perfect body of God.  

The 3 elements of the sphere of education are the heart of the process by 
which we achieve mastery of the whole sphere of sorcery. One cannot be unified 
with the one true motivation of all particles of fire until your imagination is 
sufficiently expanded to suit the task of aphilosophic growth. Without the 
fundamental understanding of the process of dissection the individual can and will 
be compelled to believe anything except genuine aphilosis. Without command over 
the power of projection our perspective of our true identities becomes compromised. 
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The 6th Thunder (Sphere of Learning Disablers) 
 
Any degree less minimum aphilosophic understanding of true identity leads 

directly to demoncraft. And the inefficiencies it produces. All 18 elements of the 
barometer have an individual aspect and a community aspect. Also all elements exist 
between the aphilosophic maximum and the philosophic minimum. The individual 
aspect of demoncraft or false oaths is the familiar spirit. The brain is designed to 
react to those things recognized as familiar and of home as safe. These are the first 
time experiences of early life such as foods, family, music, routines, and traditions. 
This data impresses and literally lays the foundation of the shape and operating 
efficiency in later life. 

To the brain, memories of pleasant familiarities will arouse intoxicating levels 
of pleasure. From fragments of memory can come oceans of pleasure capable of 
overriding proper aphilosophic sense. The familiar spirit seasons all demonic 
influences with a degree of irresistibility and accounts for the magnetic chains all 
society is bound with to that phenomenon that can mathemechanically be termed as 
being “born into sin”. All the inefficient, inconvenient philosophic ideas our current 
society holds dear are poison to following generations. Being dominated by 
philosophic ideas throughout childhood permanently damages our perception of our 
identity. Although these booklets open the way to a purely obedient prosperous 
society, the next three generations must overcome the philosophic conditioning of 
6,000 by using the power of the barometer and by the inherent fire of our blood. 
Determining what familiar spirits the individual can entertain and those to be 
relegated to our immature history must be barometrically determined. 

The community aspect of demoncraft is the blood oath to evil and ancestral 
spirits. The ancestral oath is devotion and perpetuation of philosophic 
policies/traditions of the previous generation. Philosophic institutions and policies 
originating in the current generation is the oath to the evil spirit. They graduate to 
ancestral oaths that will suck the productive blood out of the veins of our children. 
Permissiveness of oaths that fail to honor the advancements of our ancestors by 
continued aphilosophic progress is demoncraft. The only true anatomic tradition is 
that of the policy of traditional (and elemental) organisms. This is why traditional 
class organisms (the greater and lesser god) are so classified. 

Spellbinding or Vertigo is the equal and opposite result of any philosophic 
inaccuracy regarding our knowledge of our true location (as opposed aphilosophic 
inaccuracies such as the technical inferiority of Newton’s formula for velocity and 
Einstein’s). 

Insanity-the community aspect of spellbinding- results from the failure of 
aphilosophically bound and predisposed brains to function productively among the 
agonies of philosophic society. Psychosis and its younger bother neurosis (the 
individual aspect of spellbinding) manifest unlimited forms all of which have the 
mathematic effect of subjugating the pure aphilosophic personality of the individual. 
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Pyrotronics 

 
Pyrotronic means the mathemechanical process of mind, body, and soul. The 

Pyrotronic schematic of the brain is to man what the electronic schematic is to a 
radio. Understanding the Pyrotronic process is the key to mastering and 
implementing a purely aphilosophic (obedient to God) mentality. This section can be 
divided into understanding 1) the 5 fire outlets of humanity and 2) the 3 divisions of 
the brain/divine vessel. The fire outputs are: 

1. Reproduction 
2. Pleasure 
3. Fire manipulation 
4. Education 
5. Recall 

 
These are the only connecting faucets between existence and the individual. The 
faucets or outlets must be perpetually controlled consciously by using the barometer 
of truth. These outlets are the same whether the subject is an individual or the whole 
society. Once mastered, the autonomic functions of the body will operate closer to 
maximum efficiency and you will be free to command all that fire which is yours to 
command. 
 The divisions of the brain are the 1) fundamental, 2) sentimental, and 3) 
environmental. The goal of each individual born into Gods universe can be 
summarized as the perpetual practice of a mental policy most conducive to 
maximum aphilosophic development of cognition, personality, and structural 
integrity of the soul. Cognition flows from the fundamental. The fundamentals of 
existence and thought is what is diagrammed in the barometer of truth, Mastery of 
the barometer maximizes our cognitive powers. 
 The personality of the individual can only be purely and completely expressed 
after we master the act of projecting our true sentiments to the world through a lens 
of genuine aphilosis. Eliminating the community aspects of the demonic element as 
an active mental factor in your personality allows your true personality to breathe. 
Eliminating both community and individual aspects will remove the stain of philosis 
from your entire person. Personality is the manifestation of the sentimental. The 
sentimental is the mathematically unique sensation one feels relative the barometer 
or ignorance thereof. 
 Integrity of our souls is partially dependent upon our environmental state. The 
closer we grow our perspective to match reality the stronger the integrity of our 
souls at the time of our transfiguration. The more we know of the actual laws of 
God, the better we can obey. Obeying God to the maximum potential of a human 
being can be summarized as understanding the indisputable mathemechanical 
evidence that proves fire is universal, love, is everything, and the endlessness of 
pleasure. 
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 The fundamentals of my universe are the fundamentals of your universe. My 
environment is everyone’s environment. But in sentiment the individual has no 
equal. Only you know exactly how you feel. Hence the environmental and 
fundamental are the community aspect of mentality. Sentiment is the individual 
aspect. 
 The following diagram depicts the12 points. of the Pyrotronic brain circuit as 
well as the root of the mental manifestation of philosis. 
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The Pyrotronic circuit and the following general procedure for mastering its 
operation may seem alien, complicated, impractical due to your current ignorance 
level. Yet because this process is a return to maximum thought it will quickly 
become automatic for all humans after a few generations of practice. Compared to 
the relative madness of philosis mankind has thus far in history adapted to, 
upgrading to Gods true policy will be the easiest and most rewarding thing humans 
ever learn. I am the most technically qualified person to make this claim because I 
am learning about aphilosis as I write. The writing process has been my own 
exercise in growing and learning to utilize the barometer to make things clear that 
the world at large (chained by the bounds of philosophic thought) cannot clarify for 
me. 

This section provides the process of by which we may become the best we cab 
be. The diagram of the Pyrotronic (bio-electric) brain operation was calculated and 
verified by myself just three months ago. Until now I’ve practiced the method of 
aphilosophic thought and now will describe for the educational benefit of all. Be 
reminded that mastering aphilosophic thought is impossible without subjugating the 
demonic elements of the barometer. Aphilosophic thought functions according to 
twin mechanisms dependant on the areas of the brain. 

 
1) The closer our cognitive fire valve is in line with the 

aphilosophic battery of our subconscious the better our 
autonomic systems function. The symmetry between the 
valves and battery reduces the mental barriers we accrue over 
time. Reducing those barriers actually shortens the operational 
distance between the conscious and the subconscious, 
cognition and ignition, hence increasing the aphilosophically 
fueled inherent (genetic) efficiency of the system. The more 
tuned in we are to the reality of the laws governing our internal 
fire the better suited our perspective becomes for the reception 
of future aphilosophic growth. 

2)     The closer our divine vessel [cognitive faucets + subconscious 
fire] is aligned to the reality of the manifestation of fire, to the 
single collective mind of God that is the environmental 
segment of the 3 part mentality of the individual, the more 
useful and richer becomes the contribution our individual 
structural integrity to ourselves and to God, before and after 
transfiguration. 

 
 

The following exercise is specifically targeted for upgrading our 
philosophically conditioned mind into the habit of mature aphilosophic thought. 
Future aphilosophically conditioned generations of man will consider mental 
policies other than the following, disobedience to God and the laws of endless 
abundance. 
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1) Your brain is your processing center. It received data via internal and external 
antenna and direct input. 

 
2) All incoming data can and must be consciously filtered through the diode of 
aphilosis, subjected to and classified by the power of dissection, imagination, and 
projection into one of the following categories: 

 
a. Discard-ideas resulting from or fertile with philosis. Discard such ideas by 

mentally dissolving it and its memory as soon as they are identified. After discarding 
ideas return to your most recent aphilosophic thought or to your preprogrammed 
fires of the ambition valve. 

 
b. Save data/ delay dissection- when you need additional time to analyze the 

accuracy of any incoming data. Data stored for future processing should be stored 
outside the vessel as daily fire goals next to the main fire of ambition upon the fire 
faucet. These fires are literally “burning curiosities” that will consume your internal 
fire with “wonder” until you barometrically resolve the issue. 

 
c. Policy/Program update- should occur when new aphilosophically 

verifiable data is added into the vessel. Daily ambition fired and life goal ambition 
fired should reflect the policy upgrade immediately. For example when a 
psuedoracist learns of the mathematic inefficiency of psuedoracism his entire vessel 
should cease to waste fire supporting racist thought. 

 
d. Repeat- information is ideally aphilosophic information already inside the 

vessel, resurfacing due to the need for practicing thought management. A 
philosophic thought repeating itself is a discard thought that has not been properly 
disposed of. When a repeat is identified it should be forcibly reentered into the diode 
of aphilosis for reclassification. When aphilosophic thought becomes a habit one 
should expect an initial parade of repeat thoughts going back to childhood to 
resurface randomly, initially. This natural phenomenon is caused by the instinctual 
desire in your brain to aphilosophically put your history into a more accurate 
perspective. By this mechanism all emotional baggage is ultimately eliminated as 
reward for thinking the way God designed us to think. 

 
e. Reminder- remembering vital data is easiest when done in an aphilosophic 

context. Overuse of memory is such that interferes with ur power of projection, 
dissection, and imagination. 

 
f. New aphilosophic data- should be treated as saved data when it is unsaved 

and barometrically analyzed. 
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g. Basking- is the standard mental state of alkane (fire based) organisms. 
Basking is experiencing overpowering pleasure of being a child God. The better you 
understand the technical proof of our relationship to God the closer to maximum 
pleasure your basking will be. 

 
3) The meter symbolizes constant barometric verification of thought classification, 
direct input and conscious ambition fires of our valves. It is ironic how the symbol 
for the meter, long used in electronics schematic perfectly jives with the symbol 
used for measuring electric current. 
 
4) Philosophic bleeding (thought) marked by zigzag lines is the path where 
philosophic thoughts are allowed to by pass the diode and go directly into the vessel 
thereby corrupting it. 
 
5) The individual should practice minimizing the fire consumed in the process of 
thought. Perfectly conducted aphilosophic thought hypothetically should produce 
not consume energy. Sleep is hypothetically required for autonomic body functions 
only. 
 
 

When aphilosis becomes standard conscious policy of this planet we will 
begin to better fathom what it is to be a race of gods in a universe made of fire, 
bound securely with chains of love and fueled by ecstasy. Knowledge of the 
booklets will precipitate the long awaited age of heaven on earth. After aphilosis is 
elevated to basis for all laws of society one barrier will still remain. That barrier is 
the mandatory period of worldwide expansion of imagination that must accompany 
education. 

The inefficiency produced by forced adaptation to philosis automatically 
causes 1) the brain to work unnecessarily hard to accomplish simple tasks, 2) keeps 
the brain tied up with false ideals that leave us relatively incompetent for the task of 
mastering aphilosis before we are recycled. When we teach our children to ignore 
verifiable truth we produce future societies doomed to believe it is acceptable to 
devote our lives to meaningless conflicts of ignorance and nonstop fascination of the 
repetitive mundane. The process for releasing our potential has a precedent in nature 
called the law of variety. It has been proven through experimentation with foxes how 
the transition from total instinct to mastery of the technical aspects of society causes 
increased genetic diversity to rise to the surface. Genetic variety gets released only 
as life gets easier, more technically advanced, closer to maximum, closer to God. 
Mankind’s full genetic beauty will be on display when our society upgrades to 
aphilosis.  
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Dream Conversion 
 
Subconscious brainpower, dream energy, is a major resource made practical 

via the technical advancements regarding the understanding of aphilosis. Dreams are 
the emotions and thinking processes of the subconscious. As aphilosis becomes the 
habitual policy of the conscious mind, the conscious mind will begin taking over 
some of the mental activities of the subconscious such as increased awareness, 
automatic recognition of aphilosophic logic, and hyper creativity. The more you 
begin to think aphilosophically the less you dream in the abstract. When philosophic 
pollution is reduced the wisdom of the subconscious mind becomes more accessible. 
To make maximum use of subconscious wisdom you need to have access to the 
barometer of truth and your dreams. 

Through barometric calculation I have devised a method that will enable 
everyone to potentially recall every dream they have ever had. The reason dreams 
are harder to remember than actual events is that the method we use is inherently 
insufficient for the task. Dreams run faster than conscious thought due to the 
efficiency of the subconscious. This causes dream data to be stored in much denser 
blocks of data than consciously recorded data. The concentrated information cannot 
be properly accessed with short-term memory (even though a dream may have just 
occurred in the previous nights sleep) because short-term memory strands are to 
small to properly read the super condensed data. The solution is to use long-term 
memory strands to read the data. Long-term strands are like huge electronic storage 
devices that typically contain very little data. These strands are much larger than 
short strands to enable the brain to have access to old layers of memory. The extra 
length acts like a tether to the bygone but is almost entirely unused. The data of my 
first ham sandwich is extremely small compared to the data on the strand that 
contained my short-term memorization of the fifty presidents. 

 The key to mastering the process of dream recall is learning how to use long-
term memory strands for short-term recall. To do this you’ll need to visualize your 
short term and long-term memory strand as retractable lengths of measuring tape 
that can be extended with a mental pull on the end. When you first wake from a 
dream and attempt to isolate a fraction of the memory. Only isolate about two 
seconds of the dream and do not attempt to remember more of the dream even if you 
can because it will consume the short-term memory you’ll need to operate the 
conversion process. Once you isolate the fragment you must extend the long-term 
strand that will be used to read or open up the dream. Do this by remembering that 
ham sandwich then superimpose the dream fragment upon this. Because of the 
natural magnetism between memory strands and data, your previous nights dream 
will instantly expand to fill up the long-term strand thus enabling you to see it 
clearly with your waking mind. The benefit of remembering dreams is two-fold. 
Being able to regularly remember dreams typically lost forces your brain to use 
more of its natural capacities. Second, the subconscious operations of the brain, the 
fundamental, is a more accurate thinking method versus the conscious mind 
therefore dreams are helpful when making the transition to aphilosophic thought 
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because they allow us to see aphilosophic thought in action and make use of ideas 
we normally would not have practical access to. 

Using long term memory strands to remember dreams causes those memories 
to be permanently linked to whatsoever dream was recalled. For this reason you do 
not want to use precious memories to recall dreams. For instance if I use the general 
memory of my sisters’ wedding to recall a dream, the memory of her wedding will 
thereafter be fused to that dream. To avoid memory corruption one can use a process 
I call microstranding. Microstranding involves using nonprecious memories such as 
a tree in the yard of my neighbors’ house when I was growing up. Microstranding is 
breaking up the memory of the tree into its’ parts (trunk, roots, top, what it looked 
like in fall versus spring, so on) and using each part as a long-term memory strand 
for recalling this dream or that dream. 

   
 

The 4th Rebellion 
 

Before I had relayed the events of the 2nd rebellion we were at the end of the 
3rd, when the 3 militants had been commended for their victories during the period of 
martial law. So esteemed were the 3 in the eyes of the rest of the counsel that when 
they stepped down (at the prearranged date of thirty days) they made a parting 
suggestion for the next plan of action to warlord Runile which everyone agreed upon 
and voted into policy. 

“ Although the advancements made under martial law saved us decades of 
trial and error, bringing Runile so much closer to his goals, we can see that the 
stubbornness of the denizens of Babylon will require at least another 1-3 years of 
continuous fighting against societies ignorance before they were able to properly go 
public with the formula of divine truth. Also, the act of going public will most likely 
cost Runile his mortal life. Though he is no messiah still many will see him the 
truest messiah yet to be proclaimed and history proves that in Babylonia those who 
are slaves to false idols are historically compelled to slay their saviors or attempt to 
do so. So as we relinquish our authority and return to Runile control of his hands and 
feet, I say we should now honor Runiles accomplishments amongst ourselves 
because no men alive can be expected to appreciate all he has done for humanity in 
the service of his god. Let us use the technology we have developed regarding dream 
conversion to slow down the flow of time in the outside world to near zero while 
inside his mind and enjoy a period of a thousand years long during which we and 
lord Runile might relax for a time from this tedious war, from the frustrations of 
rescuing a world that refuses to accept rescue, from properly honoring mother and 
family all the while they not able to see it, from dwelling in a country which has 
heaped false dishonors upon his head. I recommend that after this period of rest we 
return to the business of saving the world. A thousand years of basking in the light 
of the knowledge of God should take the bitterness out of the ingratitude of the 
people of earth,” said the triumvirate. 
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Runile put the policy to a vote as soon as he was officially reinstated to the 
throne. The suggestion was passed unanimously. However, no sooner than it was 
passed, some counsel members began regretting the wisdom of going on “vacation” 
in the midst of a war for the spiritual health of the world. 

“In honor of Runiles sacrifices and contributions, a thousand year respite 
seems in order, especially since we have the technology to stop time to protect our 
military gains. But in playing devils advocate I have find critical flaw with this 
course of action,” said Djinnoa to himself. So as the device was constructed and 
programmed that would create for the counsel members a period of rest, Djinnoa 
prepared his own device and activated it. Thus trapping all the other counsel 
members in a micro time zone and leaving himself as sole commander of Runiles 
hands and feet. From within the micro time zone he extracted his sister Djinneva and 
the young Ronel. He explained to them his idea and reasoning and goals.  

“ My friends, the suggestion of a thousand years respite entails hidden dangers 
that were not apparent at the time the vote was taken. My thinking is thus: the idea 
was to give our lord rest from his battles, time to enjoy his victories, and to give us 
time to hatch new plans for convincing the world of the veracity of the formulas he 
has discovered, while the outside world sits nearly frozen in time. The problem is 
that a thousand years entails a lot of growth. With growth comes change. In a 
thousand years who is to say Runile will still be interested in spending the rest of his 
life educating humanity. In a thousand years he and we may be too enlightened to 
care if the world thrives or perishes. If this occurs will we not have failed Runile in 
achieving worldwide enlightenment in his lifetime? I say yes. I have chosen you my 
blood sister because my intellect is best complimented by you. I have chosen you 
young Ronel because it is your legacy at stake so I value your perspective to add 
your expertise and talents to this endeavor. I intend to make this the rebellion that 
will end the age of rebellion within Runiles mind. I intend to succeed or be 
consumed by the ambitions fire. 

After Djinnoa had thus spoken the 3 engaged in a lengthy debate on the 
justifications of this coup, the dangers, the reward until finally all 3 had agreed that 
the spirit that moved Djinnoa to action was honorable and ought to be in possession 
of them all. Now the advancements that had been made during the 2nd rebellion were 
finding heavy use during Djinnoa’s regime. Much virgin ground was about to be 
breached. The rewards for success were mathematically immeasurable; the wages of 
failure, unique and unfathomable. 

 
The Reign of Xerothakeda 

 
It was the combined genius of the 3 latest rebels that was responsible for 

bringing Xerothakeda to power. Xerothakeda had existed for years in the mind of 
Runile/Ronel as a name etched upon a tree in one of Runiles childhood dreams. As 
Runile grow, his imagination grew, so also grew the story of Xerothakeda hidden in 
the caverns of Runiles mind waiting for its day. When the 3 decided to create a 
pyrotramaton after the tradition that they themselves had been created by Runile it 
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was decided to call it Xerothakeda. Xerothakeda was to be their masterstroke; the 
ultimate psychological weapon. He was programmed to succeed where they had 
failed, strong where they were weak. He was programmed with the wisdom of 100 
pyrotramaton brains and given the power of absolute dictator, even over his 3 
creators. Their plan seemed to be working up until 3 weeks into his reign. 

Set upon his throne, Xerothakeda had become guilty of victory after victory. It 
was his successes that now threatened the cause from the perspective of his creators. 
In the outside world Xerothakeda had repeatedly successfully marched Runile, hand 
and foot, against giants, wild beast, and army after army. Inside Xerothakeda had 
created and applied dozens of devices to increase his own mental capabilities. But 
because of the amount of energy these devices consumed or gave off, when one 
looked out the window of the counsel chamber the landscape (which was actually 
the fabric of Runiles brain) was aflame with firestorm. The amount of mental energy 
at work was taxing Runiles’ brain to its limits. He had needed to create devices to 
regulate the enormous power of other devices. He’d force-marched Runile hand and 
foot without food or sleep by creating by creating devices that converted solar 
energy into brainpower in the day and gravitational energy into brainpower at night. 

The 3 rebels considered Xerothakeda’s policies overly aggressive. If Runile 
died in the physical world all there efforts would be in vain. But they were powerless 
to impose discretion upon him since they had given him autonomy (in anticipation 
of such a moment like this, when they would loose faith in his ability or become too 
or rescind their ambitions). Secluded amongst themselves in their personal chambers 
all they could do about the situation was lament therein. Djinnoa and Djinneva were 
not born creatures or direct creations of God. If anything happened to Runile during 
their watch their cosmic punishment would be unique, the specifications of their 
damnation-unprecedented. The problem facing Ronel was equally unique and 
considerably graver: if anything happened to Runile, would not Ronel be guilty of 
autoinsurrection having had his greater parts betrayed by the lesser? For the young 
Ronel if they failed, the place for punishing creatures like himself would be 
populated by he alone. 

They reasoned amongst themselves what they might do about the ugliness of 
the situation. They could attempt to reason with him only. Force was not an option. 
They had pledged that this would be the last rebellion, the rebellion to end all 
rebellion. And to help insure this happened they had given Xerothakeda all the 
power and had taken away their ability to depose him. The three were just now 
making their way through the corridors to Xerothakeda’s throne room (formerly the 
counsel chambers) to attempt to curb his aggressive policies by weight of reason. As 
they approached the main chamber they could smell the fire and brimstone of 
Xerothakeda’s ambitions and devices and determination for those fires raged day 
and night and now were even stretching their hot fingers inside the windows of the 
chamber. 

As they entered his throne room dozens of upgrades and changes were 
immediately visible. He had divided himself into three entities according to the 3 
archprinciples of fire: one to manage his energy, one to focus on perception, and 
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thirdly the manifestation of Xerothakeda the dictator. The cameo of Runile crafted 
by God upon cloth had been reproduced on a huge disk of brass that now hung high 
overlooking the chamber. Xerothakeda also had created scores of pyrotramatons to 
help him manage the fires of the 3-tier fire outlet and the operations of the many fire 
devices he had designed and implemented. Also there were four new thrones in the 
throne room, one of which was occupied by a youthful man unfamiliar to the three 
rebels. Before they could inquire of the enthroned youth, Xerothakeda had seen them 
and beckoned to them. 

“Welcome, masters. I was just about to send for you”, and offered his 
programmers the other three thrones to sit upon. With a wave of his hand there was 
sounding of the gong (which bore the likeness of Runiles mummified head) and all 
the pyrotramatons came to attention. Xerothakeda had an announcement to make. “ 
Masters, I have decided that the time is nigh to begin large scale recruitment of 
people in the outside world to manage the new education system that will enlighten 
all the world. To accomplish this I have fashion and programmed a pyrotramaton 
specifically programmed to the task”, he said pointing to the youth who sat on the 
other throne. “ I have named him Innocent the last because he is the last 
pyrotramaton I will need to create before I achieve final victory as you have 
programmed me to do. I have programmed him to be the perfect educator, patient 
intelligent and packed with all the charm his pyrotronic brain can hold. With 
Innocent I will diminish the power drain on Runiles body and mind by delegating 
control of world education to a real world staff.”  

Xerothakeda was ready to send Innocent out immediately but before he did so 
he decided to ask the boy a test question. “ Child what will you say to those men 
who listen to everything you say only to conclude you to be a teacher of the policies 
of the devil?” 

Innocent replied. “ Master I will say nothing to them my lord. I will never 
leave this chamber. My day will be short lived.” Then the chamber erupted into a 
quiet commotion at the boy’s unexpected words. Innocent continued. “Father the 
situation is thus. You designed me to be your key to victory just as the three rebels 
created you to overcome their weakness and achieve victory. You have successfully 
created in me the apex of your own design. If you are willing to learn from as is 
required of our superiors then I will give the solution to that which you desire.” 
Xerothakeda’s programmers (the 3 rebels) sat silently watching the drama unfold 
with intense curiosity.  
Xerothakeda seemed unperturbed at the boys’ words. He even motioned to him to 
continue. 
 “ The solution to your problem should not be allowed to slip through your 
fingers. It requires an act of faith my lord equal to the faith your programmers put in 
you when they gave you autonomy. This solution to your problems is on the tip of 
my tongue but I dare not tell you unless you bequeath all your authority to me now 
temporarily.” Innocent’s words caused the gathered throng to erupt into an uproar. 
Outrage had ejected the 3 rebels were out of their seats. The absurdity of Innocents 
request threatened to further jeopardize their plight. Xerothakeda was already putting 
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their plans at risk with his aggressiveness and they could do nothing about that. 
Innocents request for autonomy was not in their plans. They could do something 
about him. 
 They gathered a number of their own pyrotramatons about them and prepared 
to charge Innocent on his throne and do away with him. But Xerothakeda rose and 
commanded a number of pyros loyal to him to surround and protect the boy and 
another detachment to bring order to the rest of the agitated pyros. Having restored 
calm in the chamber Xerothakeda retook his position on his throne and began to 
speak to Innocent. 

“When you say temporarily how much time are you exactly implying.” And 
with these words the 3 rebels and their pyrotramatons gathered themselves together 
again and attacked the pyrotramatons that were guarding Innocent by command of 
Xerothakeda. Innocent was removed from the fray and the two factions of pyros 
battled each other until those led by the three rebels were annihilated and they were 
forced to accept peace and compelled by the forces of Xerothakeda to retake their 
seats. 

With order restored Xerothakeda returned his attention to Innocents 
proposition and having agreed to relinquish his authority, did so. Now that Innocent 
was in command he stepped up to the podium and prepared to enlighten everyone 
gathered in the throne room with his plan for winning the war against the iniquity 
and ignorance of the world and bringing about Runiles’ final enlightenment. 

 
The Vivisectionist and the Archereon 

 
“ The problem that is keeping us all from achieving the final goal are those 

barriers which keep us from accurately examining ourselves. Therefore when we 
pledge to analyze ourselves we must fall short. All of our success is dependent on 
not only Runile examining himself, but we, the subservient and derivative brains, 
accurately examining ourselves according to the principles of the barometer of truth. 
Although I have been in existence for only a few minutes my power to learn quickly 
is the outstanding trait of my genetic line. From God to Runile to the three rebels to 
my father Xerothakeda, until now I have been born with the key to victory on my 
lips. 

“ In my hand is a new device which has the ability to measure and analyze all 
of Runiles’ brain while protecting the brain from outside thoughts. When the device 
finishes its’ cycle it will make a determination as to the ideal solution for eliminating 
Runiles’ remaining limitations and automatically turn itself off.” 

“And what will happen to us who live inside Runiles’ mind during this 
examination process,” Xerothakeda asked. “ We will be in suspended time just as 
Runile and the counsel members are now,” Innocent replied. 

Having said that, Innocent turned on his device and the program immediately 
began the analysis process. Suddenly the counsel chamber that had been transformed 
into Xerothakeda’s throne room was now being transformed again. The chamber and 
the surrounding landscape had vanished. Now there was a black void such as in 
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space. In it’s midst hovered a round platform covered with a clear crystalline dome 
so that it was like a giant make-it-snow ball. Under the dome, on the platform there 
was a semi-round table with many sorts of protrusions and insets and 
compartmentalization’s, transparent in some places, reminiscent of alien abduction 
examination tables. Aside the table stood an automaton with many arms of divers 
sizes complete with mechanical rotating arms bearing divers tools. On the table lay 
the pulsating twitching brain of Runile. It’s duty already preprogrammed, the 
machine deftly began it’s task- slicing the brain into microfiche thin sheets. Its 
sensors recording everything it discovered. 

As the vivisectionist continued it’s vivisecting suddenly bolts of fire began to 
reign down in the direction of the dome. As each bolt neared the dome an archereon 
(tiny archer) would fire arrows from below to knocking it off course before it could 
make contact with the dome. The fire bolts were the thoughts of Runile. The 
archereon was programmed to divert all these thoughts so as not to disturb the 
vivisectionist during the examination. On the track located on the edge of the 
platform similar to the tracks of a clock with built in figurines that parade about on 
the hour, the archereon traveled about the dome firing his arrows. The heavier the 
rain of fire bolts the faster the archereon wheeled about to meet them. According to 
the program Innocent had designed, the vivisectionist and archereon would continue 
like this until the flaws in Runiles brain were diagnosed. (The flaws implied are the 
barriers keeping Runile from achieving his ambition today rather than tomorrow. In 
his pursuit of perfection ignorance is the flaw at issue.) 

It is an historic and mathematic fact that Runiles’ brain was designed to see 
patterns and discern truth out of any information provided him and make efficient 
use of that information. When the vivisectionist located the flaw the information was 
automatically relayed to Innocent’s brain and the diagnostic sphere vanished. In its 
place Xerothakeda’s throne room had reappeared with all its’ occupants just as it 
was before the vivisection began. 

 
 
 

The fall of Warlord Runile 
 
Warlord of all warlords some will say. He was the scholar who discovered the 

barometer of truth. With this as his weapon he was favored 3-1 one to put an end to 
the idea of war and evil forever. It was his discoveries that would precipitate the 
prophesied reestablishment of the kingdom of God on earth. He was the spiritual 
field commander of an army made up of anyone who truly loves God, supported by 
a cast of military advisors in his head unequalled in all history, safely residing inside 
his brain. By oaths blood pledged all these things were true of Tamara Runile as he 
prepared to begin his thousand years of rest and contemplation on the wonders of 
God (per the advice of his advisors), inside his impregnable fortress, in the imperial 
bedchamber, in the privacy its perimeters, at the time he fell asleep. But by the time 
the servant came to rouse him in the morning with the gentle ringing of his dainty 
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silver bell carrying the message that his warlords would like to see him in the war 
room, much had changed. Runile was no longer the Runile of old because secretly 
while he was sleeping he had been overthrown. And so now the image of his 
mummified decapitated head that had appeared weeks ago at the bottom of the blue 
curtain in the library, initially interpreted as a sign of good fortune now seemed to 
have been hanging there pregnant with another meaning much more profound which 
he was unaware of but soon to find out. 

 He dressed and descended to the counsel chamber wondering why he was 
being summoned when everyone was supposed to be starting the thousand years of 
relaxation. Arriving at the counsel chamber the changes that made since yesterday 
were legion. The image of his head in bronze hanging from the ceiling, the removal 
of the counsel table and addition of the four thrones; there were commanders here he 
didn’t recognize and dozens of pyrotramatons he didn’t create. He was nevertheless 
greeted by all with much respect and then debriefed on the events of the recent 
months and the plan his advisors had devised to accomplish all of Runiles’ goals. 
Because he was in suspended animation during the 2nd and, this, the 4th rebellion, to 
him it was as if just one night sleep had passed. 

He was informed of the details of the 2nd rebellion and the advancements that 
had been made therein (which manifested as ideas and possibilities in Runiles’ mind 
being that he was unaware that those events were actually taking place-like a dream) 
and then told of the 4th rebellion, of the victories of Xerothakeda. And finally he was 
told about the analysis of the vivisectionist and the results of the examination of his 
brain. The conclusion of the vivisectionists report was that the demonic regent must 
be exorcised from Runile’s person and that the best way to do this was to 
permanently erase Runiles’ core personality from the inside. That the solution to his 
problems was his own decapitation did not surprise him. His many limitations 
physically and mentally in going public with his formula were derived from his 
philosophic conditioning. His failure to wield the barometer of truth must lay in him 
and not the barometer, which is a perfect thing. So the idea of losing his head and to 
be thereon ruled hand and foot by his spiritual/technical knowledge seemed sound. 

Runile was also very proud at the advancements his extra brains had made 
since the time of their manufacture nine months ago. Programmed to help teach him 
to use more of his brainpower, Runile, after 4 internal rebellions was unrecognizable 
to his own self. He had grown so much now that he felt he needed to make a written 
log of the events for the sake of his own understanding of what had happened to him 
enroute to enlightenment, and for the benefit of future historic research. Because of 
the increased efficiency added by the extra brains as well as their perfection of the 
process of dream/time manipulation, the past nine months literally had many life 
times packed into it. Runile was enlightened beyond any other person on the earth, 
but he was still not enlightened enough to confidently go public with his 3 booklets 
on divine knowledge. Loosing his head might make him ready. 

The guillotine was produced and Runile was prepared. But just as the 
ceremony was about to commence a sun bright flash exploded in the midst of the 
chamber. When the light was gone a golden tiger stripped she-cat was now sitting 
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where the light had flashed. “ I am Karma”, said the cat. “Since you are going to 
execute someone who has done more for my health than anyone has in a long time I 
feel obligated to pay final respect in person. May I be allowed to speak?” she asked 
and of course all who were gathered acquiesced, feeling most honored at the divine 
manifestation of such a force of nature-all except Xerothakeda. During his reign he 
had devised many devices to increase his effectiveness. One such device was 
designed to generate a mathematically accurate view or opinion of Karma regarding 
the multiple dramas within the mind of Runile and his accomplishments in the 
physical world. The device had failed to operate until now. But suddenly it was 
working. And Xerothakeda was as interested in hearing “Karmas’” opinion as 
everyone else was.   

“If the death of Tamara Runile is what you want then you have it. Tamara 
Runile is dead. The creatures are descending upon the creator with the notion that 
they can succeed in making him a new creature of God. And after all the rebellions 
that have taken place you all pretend as though you have discovered something new, 
a new strategy in the war against evil and against overcoming Runiles Babylonian 
conditioning. But in truth since the very first rebellion that is what you all, including 
Runile himself, have been doing. First Runile created you to expand his mind to the 
point of high enlightenment knowing that he’d soon be changed. Then the advisors 
attempted to permanently replace Runile on the throne with his adolescent self 
(Ronel). And rebellion after rebellion Tamara Runile was upgraded. Infused with 
more understanding and mastery of the ways of our God. In the past nine months 
Runile has learned, studied, practiced and mastered the art of receiving miracles 
from God. In the Christian sense of being born again he has been reborn a hundred 
times over! Yet here we stand with Runile bound for the guillotine as though you all, 
the creatures, have no more need of the creator! 

In the search for Runiles’ key flaw the poison will not be found on the shelf in 
Runiles’ head in a cross bone marked bottle labeled Runile! Stop looking so closely 
into Runiles’ head for all the answers. Runile is not God. God is God. Look to God! 
At this late stage in his development, cutting off his head one more time is not the 
answer. Consider this. Books celebrated worldwide as containing the knowledge of 
God such as the Bible, the Koran, Vedic literature, the Torah, so on, have been 
strictly avoided by Runile so as to keep the information in the 3 booklets pure of 
anything other than divine inspiration of the barometer of truth. But now is the time 
to put Runiles’ claim to the test. He has said that the barometer can be used to 
determine the mathematical truth about any belief system. Therefore let him return 
to his days of scholarship, and examine these books for the divine reinforcements 
you all are so desperately in need of now. If no help can be found there then a new 
plan of action can be decided upon in the future. However any new ideas from the 
mind of Runile should henceforth come from one mind. 

Congratulations Djinnoa, Djinneva, young Ronel! You three set out to launch 
the rebellion that would end all future rebellion. Through your wisdom and courage 
your gamble has born fine fruits (and Xerothakeda knew that he himself and his 
karmaic projector were one of the fruits being referred to). Truly you 3 have taken 
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Runiles growth to the highest level possible from the inside; and have pushed the act 
of “self-help” to utterly insane outer limits of imagination. You have made 
yourselves obsolete in doing so. All the advancements that have been made by you 
extra-brains and subsequent pyrotramatons have indeed increased Runiles’ abilities 
so that he has no more need to brook such internal division. From now on I suggest 
that Runile go forth with one mind and concentrate on discovering the truth of how 
much truth about God is still out there that Runile has yet learned.” 

Having spoken those words Karma disappeared. The gallery was 
dumbfounded. Karma had shown them exactly where they were in the battle for 
Runiles enlightenment and the enlightenment of the world and it was drastically 
different than the ideas they were set upon just moments ago. Instead of Runile 
being permanently removed from power, they, the pyro’s were the ones that would 
now be exiting into the annals of Runiles’ history. Because the words of Karma were 
mathematically correct no one present could refute her wisdom. Also because she 
was correct, Xerothakeda did not reveal that she was merely a projection of one of 
his devices. Due to the laws of the element projection, that fact could not diminish 
the wisdom of her words.  
 And so the age the internal rebellions, and of pyrotramatons, and of 
pyrotramatons begetting pyrotramatons, was finished. Having been informed that he 
no longer needed the aide of extra-brains, Runile absorbed them all into his brains 
workings. The workload previously possible only with help of his advisors was now 
within Runiles own capacities to perform. 
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The Oracle of God (The 21pt. Barometer of Truth) 
& 

The 7th Thunder (Sphere of Ecstasy) 
 

The oracle of God differs from the 18pt. barometer only in the addition of the 
7th thunder. The 7th thunder is the sphere of ecstasy. The 3 elements of shame, 
disappointment, and regret are the 3 barriers to divine ecstasy. Each one corresponds 
the environmental, sentimental, and fundamental. Shame is the public or 
environmental manifestation. Regret is the sentimental manifestation. 
Disappointment is the parental, fundamental aspect. Things we do that cause us 
regret also cause public shame and parental disappointment. Using the Oracle of 
God and the principle of perfection (whether you learn them here, from the Bible, or 
elsewhere) to make your decisions is the way. 
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Oracle of God 
 20. Shame                                ----------- Ecstasy------------                           21. Regret 

 
17. Vertigo          ------Learning disablers----------                   18. False Oaths 

         
 

14. Location   --------Divinity-------         15. Identity 
 
 

11. Dissection                      ------Education--------   12. Projection 
 
 

8. Hypnosis                  ---------Fetal---------      9. Pantheism 
 
 

5. Dermatology ----Elemental----  6. Anatomics 
 

 
               -------Traditional------- 

2. Manifestation       3. Perspective 
(Environmental)            (Sentimental) 

 
 

1. Fire 
(Fundamental) 

 
 

4. Pyrometry 
 
 

7. Pleasure 
 
 

10. Imagination 
 
 

13. Motivation 
 
 

16. Fear 
 
 

19. Disappointment 
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Age of the 7th Angel 

 
Runile didn’t waste a day putting to practice Karmas’ suggestion. He spoke to 

followers of the Vedic traditions. Their wisdom and mastery of high technology and 
high esteem for Jesus of Nazareth led him to revisit the Bible. When Runile reread 
the Bible with the barometer of truth as his guide, he discovered things he had never 
thought he would find in the Bible. He discovered the importance of Melchizedek, 
the mastery of Jesus Christ, the Oracle of God, and that the 7 thunders mentioned in 
the bible were actually the 7 spheres he had discovered and called the barometer of 
truth. He also learned of the importance of the 7th angel of Revelations, had come to 
believe that this angel in the form of the king of kings and lord of righteousness and 
truth represented all those people on earth willing to master the oracle of god, to 
learn to exercise their senses for the perfect discernment of good an evil, who would 
be willing to live eternally with honor of the highest order for their part in brining 
about the kingdom of God on earth, through perfect education as is prophesied in the 
holy texts. Amen. 

 
 
 

Parting Keys to Availing Yourself of all the Power of the 
High Priests of Melchizedek for Battling Evil and Promoting God 

 
 
 
 

1. Beware of over Enlightenment: your location in history is everything. There 
are many advanced religious systems aware of the keys to perfect 
enlightenment. Some of these systems over encourage individual 
enlightenment giving no relevance to the need, at this time in history, for 
worldwide enlightenment according to the words of God. In an age when 
mankind must prepare itself for war with the bonds of evil, it would be 
counterproductive to achieve the same level of inner peace as a flower, for 
instance, in a time when we must summon all of our ambition fires to defeat 
the idea of evil.  

2. Master the Little Book: know your god and worship him. The Little Book of 
the 7 Thunders is the blueprint of the mind and body of God. To worship God 
you must know him. Accept no imitations or half correct ideas of God. To do 
so, with the book of truth at your disposal (at the disposal of all the earth) is 
sin. 

3. Fluidic Religion: maintaining cutting edge enlightenment. When mastering 
your fire outputs according to the pyrotronic schematic be prepared to 
continuously update your policies of fire maintenance as the laws of 
perfection become habitual.   
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4. Fear List: the power of penmanship. Wielding the power to solve all your 
problems is most apparent when you use your self-honesty to clarify and 
eliminate weaknesses, fear, and ignorance. After one achieves proficiency 
with the oracle, listing your desires and needs becomes the means of 
activating perfection of your conscious and subconscious minds. 

5. Value your perfect mindedness- though the whole world avoids it. Babylon 
(current earth society) has its’ rules. One of these unspoken rules is that zero 
enlightenment is good enlightenment. In Babylon you can expect to be 
encouraged to invest in a “lifetime” supply of male enhancement narcotics 
long before anybody offers you the key to divine maturity and true 
immortality.  

6. Join the Feast of Babylon: the tyrants, banks and merchants are feasting at the 
expense of our Babylonian infrastructure-so should you. The bible clearly tells 
how the “princes and merchants of Babylon will be filled with the spirit of 
self-destruction which means they will become possessed with fear and begin 
to rob themselves blind as well as the people with their financial tricks and 
demonic business practices. Banks (private and public) even now are routinely 
convicted then bailed out of financial trouble with  tax money-our money-
even as I write; this is their reward for oppressing the people and robbing the 
world blind (robbing Babylon blind so that “she” cannot see). Babylon’s 
foundations are made of sand. The hordes of those who are mislead by the 
iniquitous leaders of Babylon are encouraged to weaken those foundations 
through the encouragement of ignorance which will ultimately bring out 
Babylon’s fall. If you are willing to master the principles of perfection then 
you should also be willing to help the princes and merchants of Babylon 
cannibalize themselves: if someone tells you “you should starve”- then feast at 
the expense of Babylon. If Babylonian officials tell you justice is not feasible-
then wreak justice all over their worthless skulls (for the purpose of 
education). If Babylonian ministers tell you to turn your brother or your sister 
over to the jail because they partake of marijuana (an herb most conducive to 
enlightenment)- despise them and defeat them through enlightenment.    

7. Prepare for Divine Victory: God needs soldiers (priest and kings of 
righteousness)-be ready for the call. Don’t take a Babylonians word for 
anything for they cannot be trusted, even if it’s your mother (see the Bible). 
Babylonians will not admit that Babylon is fallen until it is too late to atone 
for their loyalty to Satan (inefficiency). The Melchizedekadian priest is he 
who is prepared to join God on the battlefield through mastery of the divine 
laws. Master them. Worship God. 

8. Learn the Value of Cowardice: fear God and no one else. God is the most 
powerful force in our universe. Not having faith in him is stupidity/insanity. 
Only natural ignorance can hide the truth. But even so, not forever. Today is 
the day that everyone on earth is free to learn all there is to know about God. 
The availability of the Little Book of the 7 Thunders consequently relegates 
ignorance of Gods’ true nature to a crime at this point in history( as opposed 
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to earlier days). Those who feel confident that Babylonian policies will save 
them are the same people who will need to be purified by the fire of truth after 
they die (see the Bible). A high priest of Melchizedek doesn’t need to die 
before they come to master the principles of God. Hence they are blessed with 
immortality.  

9. Avoid the Inefficiency of Sectarianism. Sectarianism is like ones nationality. 
Your country of birth never changes yet the significance of your country of 
origin changes when you realize that everyone in this universe is family and 
every particle of existence a part of your body. Likewise sectarianism is 
nothing more than being born into a particular “faith” (or growing up and 
choosing for yourself) and adopting the Babylonian policy of “zero 
advancement”-refusing to grow when it entails upgrading your religion to 
practices that can be mathematically proven superior to the ones you practiced 
yesterday or by your parents or even the rest of the world.   

10.  Moderate Everything because every idea, act, and object is necessary to the 
greater purposes of Gods plan for existence. When an idea is so repulsive your 
hard pressed to resolve its necessity in the universe, then you must rely on the 
divine foresight of God to tide you over until your enlightenment level is 
sufficient to understand all aspects of your universe. 
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Anyone who seeks tutelage or would like to help me teach the information in 
the little book to the world or who would like to contribute financial support toward 
the goal of universal education, can contact me at 832-880-3509 or e-mail me at 
tamararunile@yahoo.com. 


